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WRTC Seeks Transmitter Funds
WRTC, the College radio station, has
begun its fund raising drive to buy a new
transmitter, said Chris Lane, station
manager, "So far," he said, "we've
received encouraging support from the
other students." :
WRTC's transmitter broke approximately
three and a half weeks ago, Lane explained.
Since then, he said, the station has been off
the air, and has sought various sources to
help raise 5000 dollars needed for a new
transmitter.
Last Monday and Tuesday nights, the
station staff members solicited in dorms
attempting to raise some funds, said Lane.
The station also has a collection box at the
Mather Hall front desk, he added.
As of Sunday night, the station had
collected 229.47 dollars, said Lane. "Con-
sidering how many people don't care, are
down to their last three cents.and just plain
hate to part with money, this is a substantial
showing." he stressed
Last Tuesday, WRTC ran a survey to
discover how students at Trinity felt about
the station, said Lane, He gave the TRIPOD
the following results: Do you listen to
WRTC? - • • : ; • • • ' •
Yes No
.. 172 52
Do you think WRTC is an asset to the
Colleger
213 8
Do you think the College should continue to
support WRTC?
214 10
Do you think WRTC should go stereo? 79 15
A total of 224 students answered the survey,
according to Lane.
"This survey and the support we've
received so far from the students seem to be
a clear mandate from the students that they
want WRTC to stay at Trinity," urged Lane.
. Right now, said Lane, WRTC is a mono
station, A mono station, he explained, is a
station, which can only broadcast on one
channel. Stereo, said Lane, broadcasts on
two channels, and "the quality of broad-
casting is far better."
According to Lane, stereo equipment
would cost 16,000 dollars. Lane stressed that
the funds for this would not come from the
school's funds, but from the Hartford
community and alumni. "The station would
like to go stereo by the fall of. '74," he said.
As to the near future, we will back on the
air ten days after we raise the money for the
transmitter, Lane indicated. "But that will
not be too soon," he cautioned.
However, he stressed that the station will
continue its efforts to raise funds in order to
start broadcasting again.
As the World Turns _ . . , n . , . Photo by'David Q. OucnnebierPeggy Herzog and Rick Hornung are responsible for the daily news
sheet, "As the World Turns." They are shown here in the WRTC
studios, where they gather their information.
Representing Eightv-Four Institutions
College Papers Unite Against Nixon
Eighty-four college and university
newspapers have called upon the House of
Representatives to impeach President
Richard Nixon. . . . . , ' •
In a joint editorial to be mailed to the
members of Congress today, the
newspapers commit themselves to the
removal of a President who "has foresaken
rule by law. .
"Richard Nixon now rules by iiat and
force," the editorial states. "He is no longer
a legitimate leader. The President must be
impeached. No amount of legal double-talk
or political timidity can obscure this fact."
Together the newspapers represent more
than one million students from 29 states.
They have a combined circulation of nearly
700,000.
"At a time when popular commentators
delight in discussing nationwide student
apathy, Mr. Nixon's repeated abuses of
power have rekindled the outrage of the late
1960's," the newspapers state in & letter
accompanying their editorial. "We can not
stand idly by while countless revelations of
corruption, illegality and deceit shatter the
faith of the American people in their
governmental system."
Included on the list of signatories are
newspapers from large state schools-The
, Michigan Daily, The Minnesota Daily, The
University of Tennessee Daily Beacon, The
University of. Washington Daily-as well as
those from well-known private institutions-
The Harvard Crimson, The Stanford Daily,
The Yale Daily News and The University of
Chicago Maroon.
"The impeachment of Richard Nixon is
prerequisite to the restoration of confidence
in our system • of government," the
newspapers state. They call on members of
Congress to "overcome political timidity
arid put aside partisan considerations. In
this time of national crisis, their duties
under the Constitution are clear. They fail to
act at the nation's peril."
The editorial was originally drafted by the
editors of the Amherst Student, the
newspaper of Amherst College, a small
liberal-arts school in Western
Massachusetts. It was circulated to campus
newspapers across the country.
Almost all of the newspapers which en-
dorsed the editorial also printed it, along
with a list of signatories.
"Many papers have called already for
impeachment," the Amherst Student
editors stated. "This editorial is not in-
tended as a replacement for those ex-
pressions of dissent. It is designed instead to
fulfill the need for one national statement of
student sentiment to reinforce and amplify
these individual statements."
The decision to launch this national
student impeachment campaign followed
the firing of Special Prosecutor Archibald
Cox and the resignations of Attorney
General Eliot Richardson and his Deputy
William Ruckelshaus. While many students
felt that the grounds for impeachment had
been apparent for some time, most had
hesitated to recommend such an extreme
measure. But "Mr. Nixon's decisive and
unprecedented actions - his rule by fiat and
force -- permitted no other recourse," the
editors inform Congress.
"Even before these steps were taken,
public confidence in the Nixon Ad-
ministration's ability to govern was at one of
its all-time lows," the editorial explains.
"Now this support will deteriorate still
further. The mandate of 1972 has been
buried in a legacy of illegality, hypocrisy
and deceit: San Clemente real estate deals,
impoundment of Congressional ap-:
propriations, widespread wiretappingi
covert Cambodian bombing, and all of the
ramifications of the Watergate affair -- Milk
kickbacks, ITT, the Ellsberg burglary."
Most of the signatory newspapers said
that pro-impeachment sentiment on their
campuses was widespread. "Only
limitations of time and monetary con-
siderations have kept this list from being
significantly longer," the newspapers
declare: "From Maine to Washington, from
Minnesota to Texas, from liberal arts
college to multiuniversity, from elite
private institutions to broadiy-based state
schools, the message-is the same: The
President must be impeached. The campus
commitment is unmistakeable."
Included on the list of signatories are
newspapers from Amherst College,
American University, Barrington College,
Boston College, Bowdoin College, Brooklyn
College, Bucknell University, California
Institute of Technology, Carleton College,
Carnegie-Mellon University, University of
Chicago, City College of New York, Clark
University, Colby College, Colorado State
University, and Columbia University.
Also from Cornell University, Dartmouth
College, University of Delaware, Denison
University, Dickinson College, Buke
University, East Tennessee State Univer-
sity, Fairleigh Dickinson University
(Madison), Fairleigh Dickinson University
(Teaneck), Fordham University (two
papers), Georgetown University, George
Washington University, Goucher College,
Gunnel! College, Hamilton College,
Hampshire College, and Harvard Univer-
sity.
Other endorsers are papers from
Hayerford and Bryn Mawr Colleges, Holy
Cross College, Hunter College, Iowa State
University, Kansas State University, Kent
State University, University of Kentucky,
Loyola University, Marquette University,
University of Massachusetts (Amherst),
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
University of Michigan (Ann Arbor),
Middlebury College, University of Montana,
University of Minnesota, and Montana State
University.
Included also are State University of New
York at Albany, State University of New
York at Oswegp, North Dakota State
University, Northern Illinois University,
Notre Dame University, Oregon State
University, University of Pennsylvania,
Princeton University, Reed College,
University of Rhode Island, University of
Rochester, Sarah Lawrence College, Smith
College, Southern Methodist University,
Southwest Texas State University, Stanford
University, and Stephen P. Austin State
University.
Other newspapers signing the editorial
are at Syracuse University, University of
Tennessee, Texas A & 1 University, Trinity
College (Hartford, Conn.), Union College,
Vanderbilt University, Vassar College,
University of Virginia, University of
Washington, Washington University (St.
Louis), Wesleyan University, Wichita State
University, Williams College, University of
Wisconsin (Madison), University of
Wisconsin (Oshkosh), Xavier University,
and Yale University.
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Fairbank Speaks on China and US
. Fairbank
By Cliff Posman
The interaction between the United States
and China has been like a love-hate
relationship, said John King Fairbank, one
of the world's leading authorities on China.
In the annual Mead lecture held Thursday
night, in the Washington room, Fairbank
focused on the ambivalence in Sino-
American relations.
Fairbank presented both the Chinese and
American views of each other. He said
people in the U.S. got a distorted image of
China from the stories and artifacts brought
back by the Europeans.
He said Europe's infiltration of China
began with the Jesuit fathers in the
eighteenth century. Their idealization of
China stimulated the Canton trade, which
resulted in a large influx of Europeans.
The Chinese gave them separate
residential quarters subject to European
law, he said.
Fairband said, "The United States ac-
cepted the European order imposed by
gunboats in China without accepting the
responsibility." He attributed this to the
absence of government involvement saying,
"Private individuals made the scene in
China before 1941."
But with the outbreak of World War II the
missionary and commercial activities were
disrupted and the United States government
began to supply the Chinese with military
and economic aid, Fairbank explained. He
added, "As the American government
became involved in China they could only
become involved with the government of
Chiang Kai-shek."
So after 1941 the U.S. government had to
be committed to a China policy, he said,
According to Fairbank, it supported the
Nationalist regime because the government
of Chiang Kai-shek had been recognized
before the Communists came to power.
"The U.S. wound up a century of unequal
treaty relations on the losing side in a
domestic war," he concluded.
Fairbank gave equal treatment to the
Chinese views on the West. He contrasted
the national identity of Europe and China,
saying that the first was political and the
second was cultural. He said, ideologically,
the Chinese are conformists. Fairbank said,
"They believe the questioning mind that we
think is the triumph of western civilization
should be in the control of the people."
The Chinese gave in to the commercial
interests that were preying on their coastal
cities because the foreigners could not be
contained, Fairbank said. He explained the
Chinese could not build a great wall around
the sea and that there was internal strife. He
said, "The treaty system was a way of
pacifying the barbarians."
Fairbank noted, "The Chinese were
consciencious of being a superior people in a
cultured civilization.
Tripod
Election
There will be a staff meeting Sunday,
December 2 at 7 p.m. to nominate and
elect editorial positions on the TRIPOD.
All staff members are urged to attend
this meeting,
He said the introduction of modern
technology in the Victorian era made the
Chinese realize that the U.S. was a
country on the way up while
China was a country on the way down. He
added, "The Chinese suffered the
humiliation of conquest and were quick to
feel victimized."
Mao Tse-tung explained that the reason
for the victimization of the nineteenth and
twentieth century is the alliance of foreign
capitalism with domestic feudalism,
Fairbank said. He added that the Com-
munists saw the elimination of the domestic
landlords and foreigners as the solution to
their problems.
Fairbank noted, "The Chinese today are
feeling bitter toward the past in retrospect."
"History is not as bad at any given time as
people say it was," he added. Fairbank said,
"The situation with China is one of great
hope and promise."
Fairbank first visited China in 1932 on a
Rhodes scholarship. Four years later Ox-
Households
Begin Coop
In this time of soaring food prices, a group
of local households, calling themselves the
"Stunted Growth Food Coop," has sub-
stantially reduced the cost of eating.
According to Tolly Miller, spokeswoman
for the coop, the group utilizes a bulk buying
of food staples to realize a 20 per cent saving
over retail food prices.
The coop, Miller said, consists of ap-
proximately 30 people, about half of whom
attended Trinity, in about 10 households. It
has been operating for about five weeks,
said Miller.
Miller said although the coop has no
formal leadership, it has weekly group
meetings on Wednesday nights to compare
prices and decide which items to buy and in
what quantity.
Between Wednesday and Friday nights,
Miller continued, the members give order
blanks, with the necessary cash, to week's
Durchasers. The firouD selects these our-
ford University conferred on him his doc-
torate degree. From 1942 to 1943 he was a
special assistant to the American am-
bassador in Chungking.
In 1945 Fairbank was director of the U.S.
Information Service in China. Except for his
brief period of government service, Fair-
bank has taught history at Harvard since
1936.
Among his best known books are The
United States and China and Trade and
Diplomacy on the China' Coast. Both are
considered classics.
Fairbanks was Vice President of the Far
Eastern Association and President of the
Association for Asian Studies. He has served
on the Far Eastern Studies Committee of the
American Council of Learned Societies. "As
the director of the East Asian Research
Center at Harvard University, Fairbank
helped to organize one of the most com-
prehensive China study programs in the
world," according to Current Biography,
1966.
Thanksgiving:
No Issue
Due to the Thanksgiving break, we will
not publish an issue of the TRIPOD. Our
next issue will be Tuesday, December 4.
chasers on a rotating basis, according to
Miller.
On Saturday mornings, the purchasers
buy the food at Brainard Road regional
market or at another wholesaler, she con-
tinued. They deliver it to a pre-arranged
location, where the members then pick up
their goods.
As the coop was established between
friends, there has been no formal
bookkeeping, said Miller. ' J
Members of the coop claimed it is an ef-
ficient way to cut their food budgets, and
said it increases their awareness of the cost
of basic staples.
The Stunted Growth Food Coop said they
would be happy to offer help and advice to
anyone interested in starting their own coop.
Thev can be rpanheri at 522-3(102
HOMECOMING
Photos by: Margie Johnson, Peter LeboVitz,
Dave Levin, Jody Scala
Views Vary
Profs Discuss Student Faculty Ties
iffer and Lois Kimmelman »By Bob Zelinger and Lois Kimmelman
"Trinity faculty in general relish the idea
of students coming in and talking to them,"
according to Robert Oxnam, assistant
professor of history.
But since they give students grades, said
Michele Toomey, assistant professor of
psychology,.students feel awkward making
friends with their teachers.
The issue of student-faculty relationships
brought varied responses from the eight
professors interviewed by the TRIPOD.
Most said they felt student-faculty relations
are varied in nature. Many teachers said
they perceived a gradual decline in student-
teacher contacts over the past few years but
they said some individuals have overcome
this general trend.
Michael Pretina, assistant professor of
modern languages, claimed, although "it is
difficult to categorize" student-faculty
relationships, "I don't think students have
changed in their basic desire to get to know
faculty."
But Hugh Ogden, assistant professor of
English, said he felt that currently there is
less informal interaction between the two
groups than in past years.
- Roberf Stewart, professor of mathematics
who has been at Trinity for 23 years, said
"Students now are much more open and
self-aware than at almost any time within
my memory." He said he has seen and
experienced many close student-faculty
bonds in recent years.
According to Norman Miller, professor of
The TRIPOD is published weekly on Tuesdays
during the academic year except vacations by the
students of Trinity College. The newspaper is written
and edited entirely by a student staff, and no form of
censorship at all is exerted on the contents or style of
any issue. The TRIPOD is printed by The Stafford
Press, Route 190, Stafford Springs, Connecticut 04076,
by photo-offset. Student subscriptions are included in
the student activities fee; others are 510,00 per year.
Second class postage is paid at Hartford, Connecticut,
under the Act of March 3, 187?. Advertising rates are
si.80 per column inch;$115 per page, $58 per half-page.
Deadline for advertisements, as well as all an-
nouncements, letters, and articles, is 10 a.m. the
Sunday preceding publication. Copy considered ob-
jectionable by the editorial board will not be accepted.
Announcements and news releases from the College
and surrounding community are printed at the
discretion of the editor.
sociology, students recently have shown less
initiative in seeking relationships with
teachers than in the past.
Ogden agreed with Miller and said many
students now are more interested in their
grades and careers than in forming ties with
faculty.
Problems
Several professors cited what J. Ronald
Spencer, dean for community life, called
"geographical dispersion," as a major
factor that could account for the growing
distance between students and faculty. Ten
years ago, at least 20 professors used to live
on the Trinity campus, he said, in apart-
ments on Vernon Street, Allen Place, and
New Britain Avenues, Spencer explained.
He said these facilities have since been
converted into student dormitories.
Pretina asserted that some professors,
after having been asked to leave their on-
campus housing, expressed interest in
moving into the projected High Rise dorm.
He said, however, they were told the plans
for the building had already been drawn up
and that the plans did not include facilities
for faculty,
"There is a tendency for more and more
faculty to live at a greater distance from the
campus," explained Spencer. This may
mean some faculty now come to campus for
only part of the day, and then go home to the
suburbs, according to the dean.
Stewart said he lived on campus for 16
years until he got married. He said he then
moved to the suburbs because, "I didn't
want to raise my children on Vernon
Street." It is now "more of an effort" to get
back to campus for extra-curricular ac-
tivities at night, he added.
Professors seemed to agree that the
relocation of the snack bar. (Cave) from
upstairs to downstairs in Mather has
definitely affected spontaneous interaction
with students. They said the old facility was
much more conducive to informal meetings
over coffee. Also, they said the old one was
more convenient, because they had to pass
through it on their way to classes, offices,
and mailboxes.
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ANTI-
NIXON
Amidst shouts of "Dump, Nixon" and "One, two. three, four, we can't stand him anymore," 60 Trinity students marched downtown
to the Hartford Federal Building to support Nixon's impeachment last Thursday noon. .
At the Hartford Federal building, University of Hartford students and area citizens joined Trinity students m a picket line, forming a
group of 150 Nixon protesters. Students passed out leaflets and asked citizens to sign the Connecticut Citizen's Action Group's petitions
t O s S e r s Robert Bard, a University of Connecticut law professor, and Bob Barrows, a West Hartford citizen and Trinity alumnus,
urged Nixon's impeachment. Harvey Picker, assistant professor of physics, and Michael Lerner, instructor of phUosophy, also
d7fterdtt?e S T a t t h T F e t o S i l d i n g , students continued their march around downtown Hartford to show their anti- Nixon feelings.
The following is a photo essay, which captures the spirit of the rally and those who participated.
•'€•
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The Homecoming
Second in American Film Theatre Series
By Ron Blitz
The American Film Theatre released its
movie version of Harold Pinter's "The
Homecoming" last Monday in the Hartford
area. It is now apparent that we can expect
a consistent quality product from this
organization. If this feature and the earlier,
"The Iceman Cometh" are not indication
enough, we have only to anticipate the
reportedly excellent production of Edward
Albee's "A Delicate Balance" which is in
the offing for December 10th and 11th, to be
convinced that the American Film
Theatre's new concept in entertainment is a
successful one.
There are many who will disagree with
my feelings concerning "The
Homecoming", as not everyone I spoke to
had felt totally comfortable residing in
Pintep-land for the film's duration..He-is';a
hard man to digest for those who have not
previously experienced him. Pinter's
clipped, undramatic dialogue, his general
lack of.actipn, and the puzzling motivations
of his ambiguous characters will un-
doubtedly create an unpleasant sensation
for a large portion of any audience.
Americans have a penchant for concrete
beginnings, middles, and endings,
recognizable characters, with, whom they
can easily identify, and a complete
resolution to all the untidy pieces of in-
formation still hanging about at the con-
clusion. It is therefore little wonder that
they have such a difficult time struggling
with Mr. Pinter. His plays are ephemeral,
they are being lived at precisely the same
moment that we are witnessing them.
His characters are still alive and func-
tioning after the house lights have come up,
Drinkfag Oi^f .
but the portals through which we could view
them are; at that instant, no longer open to
our inspection. In the course of the film,
people speak to each other about mundane
subjects, feelings are occasionally revealed,
barriers are lowered, then raised again, and
events occur which we, the audience do not
fully comprehend.
But as superficial and trivial as it may
seem at certain moments, what Pinter
shows us is people going about their'normal
business of not getting, along, making each
other uncomfortable, and generally
maintaining their accustomed distance
from haying to endure any form of human
contact. This may bore anaudience, it may
puzzle an audience since they have not been
let in on all the facts, but•nevertheless, it is a
movie-going experience which we do not
customarily encounter. And if 'you can laugh'
along with Pinter at the banality of his own
creations, you will find "The Homecoming"
a highly absorbing piece of, dramatic and
cinematic art.
The movie basically' deals with the return
of the eldest son in an entirely male British
household to his father's home in North
London, after an absence of nine years. He
has brought along his wife whom he has
never mentioned to his family, and at first,
they cannot accept a woman in their midst.
Any female who is under their roof is
automatically a whore, a "stinking, pox-
ridden slut", as the father calls her. But
once the initial uncertainty has worn off, the
men take a liking to her, adjust themselves
Pubbing Near Trinity
By Howard Johnson
Four bars or taverns are within walking
distance of campers. This comparative
study hopes to acquaint you with them. The
two most popular with students are the
College View Tavern, better known as
Zip's" or more recently, "Phil's," and the
Corner Tap Tavern.
"Phil's" is over the rocks, at 215 Zion St.,
next door to the Coin-op Laundromat,
making it a handy place to do your wash and
have a few beers while waiting. On tap you
will find Tuborg, Falstaff, and Schaefer for
50*. Many bottled imported varieties are
available priced from 85* to $1.00. Watney's
Red Barrel and Pilsner Urquell seem most
popular.
In general the atmosphere is quiet, except
when Phil performs part of his wide
repetoire on the accordian. Several chess
games may be going at once, sometimes all
with Phil while he tends the bar between
moves. This year the busiest nights are
Thursday through Saturday, a trend con-
trary to previous years.
Hamburgers and Cheeseburgers are
available in two sizes, "big and bigger"
according to Phil, and priced from 50* to
51,10. Whatever the secret of the burgers,
they go perfectly with beer. For a more
; ambitious dinner (or for lunch Phil's opens
at 11 a.m.) there are platters of steaks or
chops with french fries and vegetable. For
diversion, there is the addictive computer
quiz game to prepare for GRE's. Pretzels
and peanuts are usually put out on the
tables.
The second popular tavern with Trinity
students is the Corner Tap across from the
194-6 New Britain Ave. apartments. We dare
not characterize the clientele of "Phil's" or
the Tap, suffice it to say that must people
become faithful regulars of one to the ex-
clusion of the other. On a Friday night the
Tap was crowded with generally raucous
customers. A matching sound system
blasted 1950's style music. A feature of the
Tap is that you may bring your own 8-track
tape to be played over this set-up. Besides
the psychedelic posters, the decor is pure
kitsch, which somehow suitably reflects the
atmosphere. Beer is very reasonably
priced, Rupert and Knickerbocker are on
tap for 35*. while draft Michelob is only 55*
the same price as bottled Budwiser or
Schaefer's. Grinders and Pizzas are
available. According to some customers, the
sandwiches priced between 45* and 85* are
the best, and the best buy. There is a con-
stantly active bowling machine, but beware,
for there is "tough competition."
Also available is an electronic remote
control ping pong game. Not much chess is
played here, the more popular game is "bar
dice.". Go to the Tap if you're interested in a
rowdy good time, just watch out for the "old
boatsun."
Less well known are the Summit Hill and
The Place. The Summit Hill, on Zion Street
near the intersection of Summit Street, has
as a feature a constantly turned on color
television, usually tuned to a sporting event.
Most patrons are men from the neigh-
borhood, but some students frequent the
Summit Hill regularly since it has a full bar.
On tap is Schlitz for 40* and Guiness stout.
Bottled domestic beers are 60*. Some im-
ported beers are available. Drinks are
reasonably priced starting with bar whiskey
for 60*.
A variety of food is available for lunch and
dinner. Later at night, only hot dogs, at 50*
are available. A connected dining room
provides tables and a jukebox. Parties can
be arranged. Besides, the hard liquor, the
television seems to be the main attraction to
the Summit Hill, especially when sporting
events are broadcast. The atmosphere is
nothing remarkable.
In contrast a bar with a great deal of at-
mosphere is .The Place, at 107 New Britain
Ave., near the intersection of New Britain
Avenue and Broad Street. Do not be frighted
away from the brightly lit bar because of the
large car inevitably parked in front with
marker plates MOB l. A local authority
assures us that these letters stand for the
owner's initials.
Inside you will find a dimly light room
with a large rectangular bar and com-
fortable upholstered swivel stools. There is
an ample number of small tables. On draft is
Michelob for 60*. Bottled beers, such as
Budwiser or Miller's are 65*. Drinks begin
at 75* for bar whiskey. There is nothing to
eat at night, although according to the
customers a "tremendous Italian lunch"
which changes daily is available for about
$1.85. On a Friday night this bar was
crowded with singles of all ages apparently
on the prowl.
I would emphasize that a woman not go
there alone unless of course she wants a
pick-up. This female reviewer entered the
Place alone, notebook in hand, and was
immediately accosted by six or seven men.
Their comments to me both in general, and
about the bar, can not be printed.
There is definitely not a college' crowd
here. However, The Place, with its decor
which includes an autographed "God
father" poster and clock, is a bar which
smacks of an early 50's cocktail lounge in
atmosphere and attitude, and might be fun
to go to with at least a few friends.
to her presence, and eventually offer to let
her live with them on a permanent basis as
the official family prostitute, while her
unperturbed husband returns to his teaching
job in America. Making sure that all the
correct contracts will be drawn up in the
presence of proper witnesses, she consents
to the arrangement and bids farewell to her
husband with "Don't become a stranger."
Now this is what the movie was about on
the surface, but as far as what was going on
behind it all, that is anybody's guess. A deep
psychological analysis of the proceedings
would produce little more than muddled
confusion and a plethora of useless ver-
biage. Ten people would doubtless give you
ten widely differing interpretations though
each had seen precisely the same images on
the screen. My contention is Pinter had no
ujtejitjpn whatever of. investing his .work
with any specific meaning. Rather, his aim
was to present his own particular brand of
reality, implausible as it might be, and
allow each viewer to draw his own in-
terpretation if he so desired...and if he did
not desire, not to even bother.
The directing of Peter Hall, artistic
director of the National Theatre of Great
Britain and the ensemble acting of six
members of the Royal Shakespeare Com-
pany were textbook examples of what these
crafts are all about. To single out any
member of the cast for praise is unfair, but I
feel Paul Rogers' performance as the
tyrannical, but soft-hearted father deserves
special mention. His stupidly leering visage,
his perfectly realized character and tt»
sight of him crumbling to the floor after
being dispossessed of his position in \\L
family hierarchy all worked toward
creating a strong memorable character
Hall's directing was nearly flawless. He
guaranteed that every detail, from the most
minute body positioning, and the spacing
between characters to the length of the
carefully indicated pauses was meticulously
arranged. When we see the two elder
brothers sitting- on the sofa with a large
empty space between them, their legs
carefully crossed away from each other,
with their younger brother quietly seated
behind them, we catch'a glimpse of life in
this family more complete than we could
gain through hours of dialogue. Father and
sons all stand around lighting cigars,-each
•'With, his back to'the others Hall "keepsms
constantly aware of the ritual of family life
by emphasizing the precise seating
arrangement, each chair representing the
character who occupies it on a more-or-less
permanent basis, the daily argument, the
traditional tea-time, and the previously
mentioned custom of cigar-smoking. He has
done a powerful job with a script which, in
lesser hands, could easily have been
hopelessly botched.
In short, the American Film Theatre is
now batting two-for-two. With their
production of "The Homecoming" they have
added their second gift to the annals of
American cinema.
Gallery Photo by Dan
Coming to Cinestudio
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James Dean: The Ultimate Rebel
By Carla Rosati
In the good old days of motion pictures,
heroes were heroes, doers of good deeds,
manly, straightforward, handsome,
courteous, devoted to mom and country and
apple pie, assured save in the heroine's
presence, while the black-hatted, black-
hearted villains were too stymied (or stone
cold dead) to wreck our hero's plans, self-
confidence, or even hairdo.
But somewhere in the thirties, our gallery
of stock characters was shot down, never to
reappear. Villains began acting not as bad
guys, but as alienated men with a personal
code of values, motivated perhaps by the
wrong reason, but always doing the right
thing. Then they became outsiders, looking
in at a society whose limitations and
corruption they realized and whose
pressures for conformity they shunned.
Instinctive rebels all, they struggled against
their fate without knowing how or
questioning why. These rebels were never to
blame for their choosing a life outside of
society; it was mom or dad or the whole
damn system that didn't care enough, that
made them what they were. The personal
code villain of the pre-war period had been
transformed into the introverted, inar-
ticulate, iconclastic rebel of the post-war
ear, whose futile struggle against society's
insensitivity was symbolized in the film
career of James Dean, Hollywood's
ultimate rebel.
The so-called silent generation of the
fifties, alienated from the materialistic
ideals and lack of morals in the values of
their Depression-influenced parents, found
their hero in James Dean, who seemed to
conform yet successfully rebelled against
conformity. For the teenagers of that
decade, Dean embodied their frustration,
insecurity, and the emptiness in their lives.
The characters he portrayed were always
unloved, unappreciated, emotionally
starved, blindly lashing out at everything
they believed was causing them unhap-
piness. They were always dropouts from
society, uncommunicative, lacking am-
bition or purpose, and therefore, all of their
rebelling was futile, yet they had to rebel in
order to maintain their own integrity. They
had to insist on their own personal values; to
capitulate would spell the destruction of
their souls and sensitivity.
Often, this implied violence. Rebel
Without a Cause, the film for which Dean is
best remembered, bristles with gang
warfare, savage fights, and beatings;
characteristic of this brutal mood is the
Free Music in Hamlin Hall
By Bob Ingria
Last Tuesday Hamlin Hall was the scene
of an informal concert by a quintet con-
sisting of John Allen C74) on trombone, Bob
Paskowitz ('77) on tenor sax, Dan
Milosevich C75) on piano, Bill Ferns ('74). on
bass, and Scott Hamilton, a friend of Ferns'
from the Hartford Community, on drums.
The group played a set of jazz standards
that was appreciatively received by the
small audience, They also went a long way
towards alleviating whatever melancholy
vibrations were left over from the osten-
tatious display of wealth the venerable old
hall had witnessed the previous Saturday.
The group was generally competent,
though there was an unpolished ana loose
air to the entire set. By far the worst feature
of the concert was the dynamics of the
group. Milosevich's piano was almost
buried under the other instruments,
especially the electric bass, which was
disproportionately loud in comparison with
the band. However, through the over-all
balance of the group was not good, each
player got the opportunity to show off his
abilities during the solo spots.
Hamilton, who held back a good deal
throughout the evening so as not to drown
out the piano, demonstrated, a quite for-
midable set of chops in his (one and only)
solo on the Freddie Hubbard composition
"Straight Life." In the same tune
Milosevich took one of his more memorable
soloes of the evening, a highly structured
and very chordal affair. Ferns played a very
good solo in the course of another Hubbard
original, "Red Clay." It was interesting in
that it combined a rock approach to rhythm
with a chunky, chordal style usually
associated with jazz players. Ferns
acknowledged the incongruity of his bass
playing on this tune by announcing the
tune's title and noting that "Even if you
know the tune, you probably didn't
recognize it." Still, it showed a big advance
from the days when the only song he could
play was "Shotgun."
John Allen, back from a semester at the
Berklee School of Music in Boston (where he
first met Ferns) demonstrated humor in his
playing similar, to my ear, to the approach
Me Phee • 99
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little value other than relaxation. For
McPhee there is a definite connection
between athletics and the outside world.
Valuable lessons can be learned on an
athletic field where it is necessary to
perform under a great deal of pressure.
"A boy can gain poise in being on the
spot; nevertheless, the world isn't going
to come to an end if he misses a tackle, I
think there is a definite carry-over effect
that helps to develop one's character and
personality in his daily life, I believe that
stronly or I would try to find something
more significant to do."
Dr. Chester McPhee may not be a
Darrell Royal or Vince Lombardi, yet he
has earned the respect of his players and
has produced many winning teams.
Many men simply dream of being both
happy and successful at their
professions, but McPhee has found both
during his seventeen years of his hat
throwing, pacing the sidelines, jumping
up and down, and swearing, because for
him coaching is a "hell of a lot of fun."
Roswell Rudd occasionally shows to the low
horn. The best example of this was his solo
on Thelonious Monk's "Straight, No
Chaser" which began with the first few bars
of "Mary Had A Little Lamb" and then
shifted into a highly amusing series of riffs
which beautifully captured the spirit of the
piece. Bob Paskowitz had the least playing
time of any in the group, being absent for
nearly half the set. This was due to the fact
that he was only recently introduced to the
group, which has been playing together
since September. In light of this, his con-
sistently competent playing was especially
remarkable.
Perhaps the biggest musical criticism
that might be levelled against them is,
although they are all good players and their
music is generally enjoyable, the group with
a few exceptions, demonstrated little that
was new in their playing. I don't mean the
material they played but rather their ap-
proach to and their handling of it, which
made no attempts at being innovative. This
appears to be just part of their overall ap-
proach to playing. Unlike other Trinity
bands I could mention they make no un-justified pretensions to playing super music
nor do they have any aspirations, at least as
a group, to playing professionally. They're
simply five good players who've gotten
together and are really interested in playing
together only as long as they can have a
good time doing it. They don't have a name
as yet. (Ferns, when asked the name of fh»
band, suggested, among other alternatives,
The Trinity Jive Society, which only points
up the loose, unsejfeonscious nature of the
group).
Nevertheless, not only do they enjoy what
they're doing, they make the people who
listen enjoy it as well. As it's not too certain
how long they'll be together ("I don't even
know if the band is going to last till
Christmas," says Ferns), give'em a listen if
you get the chance. You may not go any new
places in music, but you'll probably come
away finger-popping.
Taj Mahal is a man who seems to live
in a vision of gentleness, happiness and
love. He opened his heart to show us this
world, and out flowed a strong and
human warmth. The sellout crowd in the
Washington Room gracefully eased into
a joyous and natural state of being, ef-
fortlessly tuning into the waves of hap-
piness, emanating from Taj Mahal and
his band.
The music ranged from flowing banjo
flailing to classic blues (a whimsical
version of "Good Morning Little
Schoolgirl," and a fine rendition of' 'Built
for Comfort") to his own compositions,
and to the bounce of Jamaican reggae
(Desmond Dekker's "Johnny Too Bad" -,
wit his ratchet in he waist). All songs
maintained a lilting, magical mood that
emanated from the personality of Taj
Mahal. The other two musicians with
him, Eric Ajaye on bass, and Hershel
Wright on guitar, were also excellent
Photo by Alex Trocker
performers, skilled in the art of creating
sound. The three of them together for-
med a full, rounded, and mellow sound,
with tasty interplay between the three
instruments.
Taj plays the simple country boy, the
gentle fool on the hill, and despite his
college background and being raised in
the city of Springfield, Massachusetts,
probably is just what he wants to be. The
audience at this third of four MHBOG
mini-concerts basked themselves in his
• happy glow and let it'become part of
themselves.
The lighting done by Trueblood was
excellent, and helped keep the mood
' which the band had explicitly requested
them to set. And in closing (ta da!):
Tickets are now on sale in the student
government office for the Fanny Con-
cert, which will be in the (yawn)
Washington Room December 8th.
Bleepness is as gurchnok does.
"chicken run," in which two warring youths
drive stolen cars towards a precipice, the
first to jump before the car plunges over
being declared "chicken." Violence is
shown as the only way towards acceptance,
the sole means of communication.
Desperate to make contact with his un-
feeling parents in Rebel, Dean, as a last
resort, beats up his father in their plush
living room. As a new student at a large city
high school, he gains notice and acceptance
from his peers only by provoking the leader
of a popular gang to a switchblade fight.
Gangs are vital to this generation; only
through violence and the pressures of group
membership and solidarity can youth find
the security and authority it craves.
In his brief three-film career, James Dean
portrayed the epitome of the rebel character
in his first two movies, East of Eden and
Rebel Without a Cause, which will both be
shown at Cinestudio November 28 through
December 1. For his third film, Giant, Dean
escaped his stereotype and played a ranch
hand turned oil baron in the best style of the
American Dream. The worshippers of his
cult, which sprang up after his death in 1955,
rejected this performance as an aberration
of the James Dean legend as the ultimate
rebel.
It is only the image of Dean as a
frustrated, mixed-up youth constantly
struggling against the system that exists in
our folklore. He, to us, is the ultimate rebel,
only because his adoring fans saw and
wanted him solely as that, nothing else.
Perhaps, if he had lived, he might have been
able to achieve acclaim as an actor, rather
than as merely a symbol, but the price of
that acclaim surely would have been the
disenchantment of his followers. He was one
of those few fortunate people to die at
exactly the right time; nothing can tarnish
our view of him as the incarnation of
rebellion. James Dean once stated that he
considered immortality the sole source of
greatness; using that criterion, he was a
great man. „
Organ
Recital
By Allan Taylor
At 8:15 on Friday the sixteenth, Mr.
Dwight Oarr gave the traditional
homecoming recital in the chapel. Playing
before approximately 150 alumni, students,
faculty, and Greater Hartford residents,
Mr. Oarr gave an extremely apt demon-
stration of both his technical abilities and of
the vast tonal resources of the new organ.
The recital lasted about one and a quarter
hours, and was received by an audience
which called for three bows.
Mr. Oarr's program consisted entirely of
German composers of different periods.
First, he played two Bach chorale preludes-
one, a contrapuntal sort of fantasy, and the
other a soft, highly ornamented choral, He
next played a piece by Max Reger entitled
"Invocation." This very beautiful piece is
virtually unknown, and is very difficult to
play. It is a short fantasy, and is very
chromatic (i.e., moving by half steps). The
last piece on the first half was a concerto
transcribed for the organ by Johann
Walther, a contemporary of Bach, This
piece came in three movements, and
alternated delightfully between the full, tutti
sound, and the light, concertino sound.
The second half of the program consisted
of only one piece. This was the Fantasy and
Fugue on the choral: Ad nos, ad salutarem
undam, by Franz Liszt. This piece is con-
sidered to be one of the most difficult ever
written for organ, and this fact can be at-
tested to by any that were present. It is
about thirty minutes long, and uses every
conceivable sound in the organ. It ranges
from a whisper to a full organ choral at the
end. At times this piece is rather boring, but
at others is quite exciting. In any case, Mr.
Oarr played it flawlessly.
Mr. Oarr is a native of Connecticut, and a
graduate of Trinity, class of 1957. While at
Trinity, he studied with Clarence Walters,
protege of the late Marcel Dupre. He went
from here to Yale and continued to study
organ and harpsichord, winning a
scholarship for highest academic and
musical achievements, In 1960, he joined the
faculty at Wells College, Aurora, N, Y. He is
now chairman of the Music Department
there. He is an active recitalist, having
recently given recitals at some of the largest
churches in, the country.
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Good-Bye Yellow Brick Road
Elton John is getting smart in his old age.
Not only has he released a brand new,
brightly-illustrated album, Good-Bye
Yellow Brick Road, but it seems that he has
also found a,solution to man's old problem:
having one's cake and eating it too. After the
monumental mediocrity of his previous
release, where Elton and his companion in
composition, Bernie Taupin, jumped on the
top 40 bandwagon, this latest effort comes as
a two record compromise - and a damn good
one at that.
Good-Bye Yellow Brick Road has
something for everybody. Whether your
taste is tickled by the "Eldeberry Wine"
style, or if you prefer the excellence of
melody that "Burn Down The Mission"
introduced in days gone by, it can all be
found, alive and well, on this new recording,
The die hard Elton freak will writhe in
absolute ecstacy as the grooves of black
plastic are magically transformed into the
distinctive music that only one man can
create. Once again the old brilliance,
lacking since the release of Madman, glares
forth uncontrollably. Hey, LOOK! Even
your speakers are smiling.
What makes this album different from all
others? Why will this latest contribution to
Art Lecture
Rosamond Bernier, a world-reknowned
lecturer and expert on 20th Century art, will
speak on "The Year 1907" at a free public
lecture Tuesday, Nov. 20, at Trinity College.
Her lecture, sponsored by the Friends of
Art at Trinity, will be at 4 p.m. in the Austin
Arts Center. It is free and open to the public.
She will discuss the artistic climate of
Paris in 1907, the year the first great Cubist
pictures were painted. She will deal with
such painters as Picasso, Braque, and the
school known as the Fauves, and will
discuss both the new and old styles of
painting in that time.
Miss Bernier, who comes from Paris, is
the founder of "L'Oeil,"..an art review. She
spoke at Trinity last year.
musical society be labled a classic? Is it
possible that this will be THE album of
albums - the one that's actually too good to
listen to; that your stereo will be over-awed
to play? Simply let the music do the talking
and don't ask stupid questions. Bow your
head in reverence and thank God for the
privilege of having undergone the complete
spiritual, cultural and auditory tran-
scendence. You are dealing with the genius
of Elton John!
' For those unfortunate souls who have not
heard of this Legend, he most definitely is
not a bathroom in one of our beloved dorms.
Nor is he related to Long John, Short John,
or Little John. While it is rumored that he is
a distant cousin of Mortimer John, the
famous earlobe surgeon, I personally find
that difficult to accept. Very simply, Elton is
the best piano player, vocalist, and com-
poser that the world has evern seen. And
what of Beethoven? Well, Ludwig, while he
could do many things, never was much good
at Rock and Roll...
I feel obligated, in the interest of
presenting an impartial view, to describe
each and every song on the albums, ex-
ploring as well the deep psychological
implications of the lyrics. But who can
\Anno uncement
The Theatre Arts Department will present
"Night of the Iguana" by Tennessee
Williams on December 6,7,8 and 9 in the
Goodwin Theatre at the Austin Arts Centre.
The play marks the Department's first all-
student major production.
Directed by Len Cowan, '74, the entire
cast and crew are composed solely of
students. "Iguana" is a haunting play about
lonely people: Shannon, a defrocked
minister turned tour guide, Hannah a New
England spinster with a touch of the con
artist about her, Maxine, an arging, sexy
widow with solid instincts for survival. The
action centers on one night at Maxine's hotel
on a mountaintop in Mexico and concerns
the funny and often pathetic attempts at
communication by isolated, trenchant in-
dividuals,
The performances begin at 8:15 p.m. and
reservations can be made at the main office
in the Austin Arts Centre. Tickets are $1.00
for students, $2.00 general admission.
On Monday, December 10, the Eugene
O'Neil Bus Company will present "Camino
Real", another Williams play. Ticket price
is $1,00, but students may purchase tickets
to both plays for $1.50.
Free Music!
The Trinity Folk Society again presents a
free concert tonight in Hamlin Hall at 10
p.m. Dorie Casey ('76), guitarist, folk singer
and song writer will play. All are welcome
and urged to attend.
accurately capture in words the beauty of a
well chosen triad? Why even waste your
time reading about intermingling har-
monics, diatonic scales, and the like. Just
dash out to your favorite record store, run
up to the counter, and pass out. The sales
representative will know exactly what
you're after - it happens all the time! Take
Good-Bye Yellow Brick Road home and
cherish it. Treat it kindly and you'll have the
privilege of listening; to endless hours of
pure and absolute ecstacy.
This Week in the Arts
ON CAMPUS
FILMS:
Tonight, The Last Millionaire (7:30); La Notte (9:20). Sunday (Nov. 25) through Tuesday(Nov. 27), The Sorrow and the Pity (7:30).
LECTURE:
"The Year 1907", Rosamond Bernier; today, 4 p.m., A lecture on the artistic
crosscurrents at a climactic moment in the history of twentieth-century art See An-
nouncement.
MUSIC:
Tonight, Free Music in Hamlin Hall, 10 p.m., Dorie Casey, folksinger, sponsored bv
Trinity Folk Society. •
Announcements
Lessons
The Festival of Lessons and Carols on
Sunday, the 9th of December is the main way
that the whole College community has of
celebrating Christmas together.
The Concert Choir, under the direction of
Jonathan B. Reiliy, will be providing much of
the music, and the congregations will have
plenty of chances of singing well-known
Christmas hymns and carols. (The Festival
will.be at 5:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.)-A wide range
of the College community will be taking part in
the readings and they will include a student, a
professor, a craftsman, an alumnus, a
secretary, a graduate student, a choir mem-
ber, a trustee and the President and Vice-
President of the College. A collection will be
taken during the services for the work of
UNICEF.
COME EARLY BECAUSE THE CHAPEL
FILLS UP VERY QUICKLY AND IS ALWAYS
FILLED TO CAPACITY.
Surrealism
There will be a showing of UN CHIEN AN-
DALOU Wednesday, November 21, at 1:15
P.M. in McCook Auditorium. Admission is free,
This short film (20 minutes) by Bunuel and
Dali was made in 1923. It has often been hailed
as the Surrealist achievement by most movie
critics. The photography is by Albert
Dubergen; Bunuel directed the movie himself.
(Note from the Station Manager: The
author of this review was a WRTC dj, and
when we were on the air, directed his
emotional attachments toward the tran-
smitter. Ever since it passed away he has
been looking for a substitute. He has now
found it, and has been running around
slobbering over this album, This is just so
you will understand him if you find him at a
dance in the corner with the dust cover. It
makes a good transmitter substitute.)
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Diane Wakows.kl Reads
By Ric Woodward
I cannot say anything particularly
complimentary about Dianne Wakowski
and her poetry reading November 12 in
Goodwin Lounge, only that she suprised
me.She is not at all like her poems; nor
does she read them the wav I do. Her
homiletics dominated the evening: a
surprisingly removed territory for
poetry and a good deal of common sense,
very little intrigue.
She is from California , associated with
a group of poets called the "deep
imagists." They, or better to say, she
"proposes that the image which used to
decorate in poetry is now becoming the
building, the room itself." So far as I can
see, this statment, from one of her poem
lectures, appearing regularly in
American Poetry Review, possibly the
most exciting little magazine, certainly
the most controversial, the most didactic
is totally without substance. She admits
quite freely that she is not a scholar, nor,
I might add, a theoretician.
Her reading consisted of a poem lec-
ture, a segment from her continuing
poem Greed, and a shorter piece for the
dead avant-garde composer, Richard
Caldwell. Usually I find poem in-
troductions, "I was running the bath
water when I saw, felt -—and I wrote this
poem*" the principle advantage of a
reading: the personal touch; but Jiw
introductions, some of them a full ^ve
minutes, exhausted more of my attention
than they warranted. A few words are
nice, and will suffice.
The last pieces, both about suicides
(Sylvia Plath and Caldwell), were ad-
dresses to herself, to anyone who has
wanted to kill himself. She denounced tne
wolves who "always buy the book of a
suicide," those making money on spin
blood, and yet she distorted Plaths
death, simplified it to "woman and cnua
without man- suicide," I was not con-
vinced. By denying complexity oi
emotion she not only vulgarized a deatn
but a life's work, as well. It's a Holly wow
tradition, my grudge against Lady Sings
the Blues that drive I felt at one time in
the Motorcycle Betrayal poems.
Still, she has a certain moral dignity, a
common sense approach. She na
defended Robert Lowell and John Ciarai
from overkill. (This might be that con-
nection with Plath: she hates to see a
pile-on) She does not concede that gooQ
politics makes for good poetry, tn<4
political involvement on the part
poetry will somehow swing thing"
around. As I say, common sense,
altogether remarkable.
but not
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The Well-Constructed Single
By Jenifer Frank
The Tripod's Arts Pages proudly present
the room of John Wilcox ('74) as this
month's selection of Room Beautiful. Below
are pictures and drawing plans of Mr.
Wilcox's single in a South Campus dor-
mitory.
The room is an imaginative and creative
solution to that problem of lack of space
which many students living on campus have
run up against. Wilcox has partially solved
this dilemma by the construction of a loft, an
ever-growing popular idea and an obvious
asset in relatively confined quarters. "The
loft concept has expanded within the last
"five or six years", Wilcox explains, "and it
would seem that the whole thing is a per-
sonalization and direction with which the
people have begun to direct their ideas and
needs to change the world."
"The loft , . . an
obvious asset in
confined quarters.
The newly spacious room also houses a
kitchenette merely by Wilcox's additional
shelving which stores all the essentials
necessary to concoct a home-cooked meal.
With the exception of the few items the
school provides such as a closet, box spring
and mattress, Wilcox has constructed
everything in the room. The bottom of the
loft measures 5'2" from the floor, allowing
plenty of room to move around beneath it,
and is 30" from the ceiling. The cost of the
lumber for the loft, the additional shelving
and desk was only $40.
Wilcox has worked professionally in ar-
chitecture and has studied drafting for three
years. "Education at Trinity has continued
to expand to areas of personal interest and
the concept of building lofts corresponds
with the broadening areas of professional
interest."
This is the view you are greeted with upon entering Jackson 112. The first thing you notice is that "everything fits". It
is the year of the non-clustered look and Wilcox's organization is a striking example.
To the right is a
blueprint of the
room, drawn up by
Wilcox in order to
illustrate the
sublime simplicity
of the basic design.
A moment of relaxation as seen in this aerial view from the loft. The shelves
above him are attractively arranged, containing books, a stereo system...and
even a refrigerator when the hunger pains begin.
Efficiency is the theme of this South Campus room. John, hard at work has
the telephone easily in reach of his drawing board.
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WRTC's Problem
We the editorial board pledge $500 of our
operating budget to WRTC in the hope that
this will aid them in their fight to get back
on the air. We have no money to "spare."
Rather we see WRTC's very existence
threatened, should they not be able to raise
$5000 for a new transmitter/Therefore the
editorial board feels we can cut back
somewhat on innovations and our con-
tingency fund to help give WRTC the
minimum needed to resume broadcasting.
We condemn the actions of the Student
Activities Committee and any others who
are responsible for the current plight of this
college's radio station. For several years,
since long before any of Trinity's current
student body was enrolled here, WRTC
representatives have been trying to raise
money for a new transmitter, but the men
with the money seemed to be saying if it's
running it must be OK.
Wellj the transmitter lived to the ripe old
age of 25, but now it is dead. The station
itself could also die if their small needs are
not met. We say small because their capital
needs for several years have been minimal.
Though they warned the money people they
would need a new transmitter, not only
were they turned down year after year, but
no money was ever allowed to accrue on
their behalf. Had this been done, a small
amount could have been set aside yearly.
Then money would now be available for a
new transmitter.
In effect, WRTC has fallen victim to the
kind of poor management and planning that
could drive a corporation out of business.
Worse, they were not responsible for the
failure to implement their long-range plans,
which have now become short-term needs.
They have been driven to the brink of ex-
tinction by the blindness of others.
Now, the SAC says they have no money to
spare. This is true, but only so far as it goes.
The money should be there. Since it is not,
however, we plead that the SAC channel any
money we the TRIPOD can pare from our
budget directly to WRTC.
We also suggest that all departments and
organizations on campus look carefully at
their budgets. If there is any money that can
be spared, that money belongs to WRTC.
Was construction of a new gate on Broad
Street over the summer really necessary to
the welfare of the College?
We, the editorial board, realize the
technical difficulties in one organization
"giving" money to another: formally, it
cannot be done. We can only plead that the
money we return to the SAC be given in toto
to WRTC in their fight for existence. If the
money does not reach WRTC, we will not
make further attempts at cutting back in
the light of our own likely cost increases and
format changes. We need the money we
have been granted for this year. But WRTC,
through past mismanagement by the SAC,
has become desperate. Because of their
acute situation, we feel obliged to pledge
them $500 at this time. Help us help them.
Vally*
To the editor:
As a participant in Thursday's "Impeach
Nixon" rally in downtown Hartford, I was
proud to be a part of what was for the most
part an orderly demonstration and was
gratified by the response we received from
the Hartford community. There were,
however, some aspects of the day that were
less than pleasing.
" The move to impeach Nixon is different
from many movements of the past in that
there is really no group that is actively
supporting Nixon. Large portions of
"Middle America" have joined in the effort
to remove the President, and their con-
tinued support is needed, as well as the help
of those who are still uncommitted. Thus
every effort must be made by demon-
strators to avoid antagonizing these people.
Unfortunately, in every group like the one
we had Thursday, there are those self-styled
revolutionaires who equate "demon-
stration" with "disruption". It is rather sad
that there are those whose egos are not
satisfied unless they have some sort of
confrontation with the law, be it traffic
policemen or security guards at the Capitol.
Why was it necessary during the march
through the downtown area to move from
the sidewalk into the. street? Was it to test
the reactions of the policemen along the
route? Surely we could be seen as welhfrom
the sidewalk as from the street. Why march
up to Governor MeskuTs office? •
The demonstration's purpose was to drum
up support for the movement among the
people of Hartford, not to have a con-
frontation with the governor or the guards at
the Capitol. Remember, to succeed we need
the support of the people. Any idiot knows
that a hundred visits to Meskill's office
aren't going to help us with that. Let's face
it, when the "silent majority" sees students
confronting police and marchers disrupting
traffic, it only causes resentment and can
only hurt us.
Let's keep our heads and not let a group of
ego-tripping agitators damage our cause.
Fortunately, in this case, the confrontations
were small and the disruption was slight.
But in the future, we ought to try real hard
not to antagonize anyone, not even the cops.
The only confrontation we want is that of the
people versus Richard Nixon.
MichaelJ. Willett '75
'blood'
To the Editor:
Patients in the 43 Connecticut hospitals
could be faced with a critical problem - that
is, a blood shortage during the Thanksgiving
holiday, To prevent this, we are asking all of
our sponsors to recruit 5 donors each to
come to the new Red Cross Blood Center at
209 Farmington Avenue, Farmington, on
either Friday, November 23 or Saturday,
November 24 from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., to
give a pint of life sustaining blood!
We at Red Cross feel that Thanksgiving
should be a joyous occasion for everyone -
not just for those in good health. Please call
' us at 677-4531 with the names of those who
will be donating.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Brian Koski
' Director
Blood Program
'soap'
To the Editor:
The Bookstore rippeth off again.
I walked into the bookstore last Wed-
nesday, picked up a bar of Ivory soap, and
placed it and thirteen pennies, last year's
price, on the counter. "25«t, plus tax" said
the lady. "A hefty increase" I countered. A
brief economic discussion ensued. Mr.
Thomas Kitta, the new manager, came out
explaining what a good guy he was selling
Ivory for 25£, since he had to pay 24( for it
himself. Not wanting to doubt a good
capitalist, I nevertheless felt compelled to
stop in at the local Stop & Shop. I found Ivory
soap (same size) for 8$. S&S soap in hand, I
reapproached Mr. Kitta, hoping for an
explanation of this apparent contradiction. I
got the benevolent manager story again,
being told about "supplies drying up." I
suggested he send a bookstore employee to
Stop & Shop to buy soap at 8£, so he could
lower his prices. He sort of shrugged his
shoulders, and avoided replying to the
suggestion.
It seems to me that Mr. Kitta has an
obligation to buy that 8$ soap, and sell it for
around a dime. He says his selling soap,
etc., is done as a "convenience" to students.
The bookstore is a monopoly! The College
gives the bookstore an exclusive contract,
and the manager talks about how nice he i.
to bother selling soap at all.
Somehow Mr. Kitta and I don't quite agree
on what the role of a bookstore in a liberal
arts education should be. I encourage any
clean Trinity students to talk soap with Mr,
Kitta. Maybe he will come clean before us.
Sincerely,
Gary Morgans
'Duckett9
To the editor:
After Saturday's victory over Wesleyan,
33-16, few would be down on Trinity football.
However, the past few years have been
disappointing. Meanwhile, one man has
contributed a great deal to the program,
Ron Duckett. Ron now holds every record in
the school as a receiver. He has participated
on the track field and basketball court too.
As a member of the Trinity community, he
is one of the finest.
For these reasons, I feel it is imperative
that the Athletic Advisory Council move to
honor Ron Duckett by retiring his jersey,
No. 85.
Mike Rosenbaum
(Ed. note - Ron Duckett holds "only" seven
of the nine receiving records. We strongly
agree, however, that he is probably we
finest athlete ever to attend Trinity, and
support your suggestion.)
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A Lesson For History
By Matthew Moloshok
Last week, we discussed why the College should
make a policy statement criticizing the Watergate
Scandal and related matters. We saw the types of
activities which Watergate has come to represent will
destroy free institutions like Trinity unless we fight
against destruction.
Now I would like to present the College Community,
and especially the Trustees, with some Dractical
remedies for the short-run. You might consider these a
sort of resolution which for the Board of Trustees to
consider and approve at their next meeting.
1) The Trustees of Trinity College condemn the
Watergate activities, by which we mean illegal entry,
harassment, surveillance, and repression of American
citizens.
2) The Trustees of Trinity College join with the
members of the College Community who attended last
month's All-College meeting and call for Judge Sirica
to appoint an independent special prosecutor, for the
House of Representatives to impeach the President,
and for general elections to be held should the
President be removed from office, with the legal
successor, the Speaker of the House, acting as an
acting president in the interim.
I know that a great deal of criticism has been
directed against the resolutions adopted by the All-
College Meeting on October 24. Let's explore some of
the problems.
The least criticized here at Trinity is the idea of an
independent special prosecutor. That's because when
President Nixon ordered his attorney general to fire
Archibald Cox, the Justice Department's special
prosecutor, it became evident that the President would
not cooperate in any investigation—even when un-
dertaken by the executive branch. Of course, when the
Senate has ordered him to produce documents or tapes
which might contain evidence of illegal activities, the
President has cried "Separation of powers!" and
"Executive privilege!" In Mr. Cox's case, however,
the President said, in effect, "This man is my em-
ployee. You don't embarrass the boss. So, out you f o."
The advantage of a court appointed prosecufc is
that it will remind Mr. Nixon who his boss is: he
People. What's more, the people have to count on the
government' to resolve this, if it is to be resolved
legally. For no individual can sue the government (and
the President is part of the Government). I t ' s what's
called a "sovereign." But in theory the government
can work things out with itself—in other words, the
Courts and the Congress and the Executive can con-
tend with one another over who's right. And in the
Teapot Dome scandal, the federal courts had to ap-
point an independent special prosecutor, since the
: executive branch had been so tainted with corruption,
Now, what if Mr. Nixon refuses to cooperate with an
independent special prosecutor? What happens if his or
her appointment stirs a constitutional crisis? It may be
dangerous for an aspiring law student to say this but its
about time someone did: The evil of a crisis may be
less than the evil of what we're facing now. For if there
is a constitutional crisis, it already exists and
President Nixon has created it. It's just that law-
makers and news commentators are not admitting that
it's there. To paraphrase one lawyer and President,
Abraham Lincoln, the tug must come eventually—
perhaps it had best come now.
I think it is the fear of admitting just where we are
that motivates many people to oppose the call for
impeachment as well. They do not want to find out'
anything else that is sordid. They do not want to know if
basic guaranteed rights have been taken away.
Other people, including President Lockwood , have
questioned whether we ought to impeach the
President, since we do not know what effect im-
peachment might have on the nation.
President Lockwood has also suggested that at this
time, the nation lacks sufficient grounds to impeach
the President. He is willing to concede the need for a
special prosecutor—but he counsels us to wait upon his
findings to take any concrete action, like initiating
impeachment proceedings.
These criticisms miss several important points.
We do not know what constitutes valid grounds for
impeachment. We can't be sure what a "high crime"
is, since the term does not existin law. We can't be sure
whether or not the founding fathers wanted us to
consider only criminal activities impeachable or
whether civil law problems might not also present us
with grounds for impeaching the President.
Let's see what one "founding,, father," Alexander
Hamilton, had to say about this:
In the sixty-fifth Federalist Paper,-he writes im-
peachment may be founded upon "those offenses
which proceed from the misconduct of public men, or
in other words, from the abuse or violation of some
public trust." Because of this, he continues, "they are
of a nature which may with peculiar propriety be
denominated POLITICAL, as they relate chiefly to
injuries done immediately to society itself."
Mr. Hamilton men lists, in tne sixty-mtn federalist,
some examples of "violations" of the public trust or
"injuries to society": "perverting the instructions or
contravening the views of the Senate;" and
"corruption . . . by whose arts and influence the
majority may have been inveigled into measures
odious to the community".
Certainly we face these situations here—for
example, President Nixon's impounding health care
and housing funds even after they have passed over his
veto represents a clear "perversion" of the Senate's
instructions.
Then, too, the firing of Archibald Cox was illegal and
thereby damaged the public's right to find out whether
the nation's chief executive has been acting in a
criminal manner.
And the corrupt practices in the Presidential election
which the Watergate case has revealed may only be
called "corruption. . . by whose arts and influence the
majority may have been inveigled into measures
odious to the community"—a landslide election for a
robber baron, who now rules as President of the United
States.
I do not offer the criteria which Mr. Hamilton has
proposed as the only criteria. Yet they should be
considered, since his opinions represent one of many
that formed the laws under which impeachment is
possible. And we also should keep in mind that Mr.
Hamilton, as one of the people at the Constitutional
Convention proposing a national monarch, is probably
proposing rather conservative criteria for im-
peachment. Even under this most strict construction of
what a "high crime" might be, the current President of
the United States ought to be impeached.
What's more, implicit in Mr. Hamilton's explanation
of impeachment, is a requirement to impeach a man
who is impeachable. If a man has betrayed public
trusts-even if, in some1 ways he has made a positive
contribution to society in the short run—has done great
harm to the society, since he has put the Presidency
out of touch with the people.
In President Nixon's case, his usurpation of powers
and his misconduct have yielded but a few significant
contributions to the public good. (In fact, I can't think
of any—but I'll give him some benefit of the doubt.)
When we see the blatant interference of various
private interest' groups—like I.I.T. and American
Airlines— in governmental activities, we know that to
keep President Nixon in office is much worse than the
consequences of removing him.
But wouldn't our challenging his supremacy and
calling him to task for his misdeeds ruin our in-
ternational position?
Of course not—that's just what President Nixon
wants us to believe. First of all, as long as he remains
in office and under public criticism, his hands are tied
in the area of foreign policy. In fact, his foreign policy
takes on a new dimension. People around the world
demand, "To what extent are his moves in the Middle
East motivated by his unpopularity at home? " But we
should not hush our voices—rather, President Nixon
must go.
Besides, when he could do whatever he damn well
pleased, how effective was our foreign policy? Take
the case of the Soviet Union. An air of detente has hung
over our relations with the U.S.S.R. That detente was
bought with American wheat and at the U.S. tax-
payer's expense. Indeed, the American taxpayer paid
in three ways: first, he had to forego his own con-
sumption; second, he had to foot the bill for subsidies to
the Russians for the purchase of the wheat; third, he
had to pay a sort of kickback to the grain distributors
who were, in essence, paid a wheat depletion
allowance! Meanwhile, the Soviet Union purchased the
wheat at record-low price and has been able to sell our
wheat to other countries at better than twice the price
they had paid for it. Some detente-^-we've established a
breadline. And that's why both our troops and the
Soviet Union's troops were readying for combat when a
real issue arose.
Similarly, our foreign policy was so effective as to
create the worst trade deficits in our nation's history
and to cause the dollar to nose-dive in money markets.
Well, if we remove the President, we will seem
leaderiess and powerless—so say the critics of im-
peachment.
But that just shows to what degree we've accepted
the idea of one man rule. If President Nixon goes out of
office, a firm succession plan has been provided under
the twenty-fifth emendment. A successor would take
office immediately. If he left tomorrow, it would be the
Speaker of the House. And all other institutions of
government would continue to function—for, after all,
they have autonomy, in theory, from the President.
This brings us to the last proposal—that a general
election ought to be held at the first reasonable op-
portunity. Some have said such a plan is illegal and
contravenes the twenty-fifth amendment. I'm no
lawyer, so any defense I present of this is based quite
frankly on some sense impressions and not on a firm
notion of law. But let me outline some of the reasons I
think this is a good idea.
First of all, the twenty-fifth amendment was enacted
at a time when the people of this country were in-
tensely aware of the need to provide for a quick suc-
cession to the Presidency. President Kennedy had just
been killed. President Johnson, who had a long history
of heart trouble, recently entered office. The nation
knew it had to deal with Presidential succession in an
emergency.
What the amendment does not talk about is what
happens after the emergency has passed. Some people
assume that the man who then enters the Presidency
must remain the President for the remainder of the
former President's term in office. I would certainly
agree in a case in which the Vice-President becomes
the President. For the Vice-President, like the
President, is chosen by the electoral college after a
general election.
But what we have here is a situation in,which there is
no Vice-President. Even if one is selected by the
President and approved by the Senate, he would not
have been elected to the Presidency in any sense.
Let us consider the most likely case—that the
Speaker of the House would become the President.
Here is a man who has only stood for election within his
own district. He has not been elected by the people. His
colleagues—the people's representatives—have
elected him their speaker. But, let's face it, there's a
difference between the role of a legislator and the role
of an executive, -
That's to say, the Speaker would make a fine interim
President—but he can really make few claims to
anything past that.
What's more, nothing in the twenty-fifth amendment
says that the new President must serve out the four-
year term of his predecessor. I imagine this means we
should look back at the Constitution itself;
In Article Two, Section l, the Constitution says, in
part, "In case of the Removal of the,President from
Office . . . the Same shall devolve on the Vice
President, and the Congress may by Law provide for
the Case of Removal, . . . of both the President and Vice
President, declaring what Officer shall then act as
President, and such Officer shall act accordingly, until
the Disability be removed, or a President shall be
elected." ,
Or, in other words, there is nothing preventing the
Congress from enacting a law providing for a general
election. This would contradict neither the twenty-fifth
amendment nor the body of the Constitution. You see,
it says right there that Congress can enact such a law,
providing for an interim President to act until such a
time as new elections can be called.
But does this idea of "getting rid of Nixon" con-
tradict the ideals of academic freedom which I
described last week? Should the College denounce
individuals or simply general policies?
I'm not so naive as to think that President Nixon is
the first President to pursue these pernicious politics.
But I do know that he is on hand to suffer the cpn-
sequences, I also know that his name will be associated
with them in history— and that the future will not make
an easy separation between the man and the policy.
In other words, President Nixon's continued
presence in office cannot be tolerated by people who
believe that his policies are destroying free in-
stitutions.
What's more, this immediate, apparent short-range
goal really has long term consequences—no individual
will dare to continue President Nixon's policies and the
trends which produced those policies m the future.
In other words, wejhave to give America a lesson for
history.
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A Mere Pipe Dream
By Tom Bray
The Internal Revenue Service continues to harass
me. Early last week I received form Tele Tax 13, the
Final Notice Before Seizure. Gasping and almost
choking I read with horror that I had only'ten days left
before my assets would be seized. Nixon was beginning
the big crackdown.
After calling my financial agent in Zurich, I con-
tacted my lawyer in Washington. What could be done?
How to delay the repressive consequences for as long
as possible? He could not tell me, but vowed to get to
work on it as soon as I paid him the grand I owed him
from the last case. A truly noble man.
I then decided it was high time that I personally
contacted the Internal Revenue Service through its
officer Mr. Terrence McGovern (presumably no
relation or political affiliation with the other
McGovern). Mr. McGovern had been so kind to send
me the Final Notice Before Seizure, that I could only
return the favor. I wrote him a letter which was simple
(as any communique with the U.S. Government should
be) and direct. I assured him that I had no desire to
harass the Internal Revenue Service, but that I merely
desired to stand up for what I believed was legal and
moral. And paying my telephone war tax would be both
illegal and immoral since the Vietnam War was illegal
and immoral and since the present government has
IRS Harassment
continued to act illegally and immorally. Shaky
ground, I know. ,
So now I am waiting for the axe to fall. Perhaps the
IRS will send armed agents who will shoot down my
door and take all my possessions. More likely one day
my bank will tell me that I have less money in my
account than I thought. Nothing is safe in America
when the government can seize my assets right out of
my bank account. I have become disillusioned.
America, the land of the free and the home of the brave
is no more. The immortal Apple Pie has a soggy crust
and the insides are gushing out.
There will be those who say I am over-reacting, that
the government's seizure of assets is routine for tax-
refusing commie criminal perverts. But that is con-
fusing the issue. The IRS is cracking 'down on tax
resisters by vigorously enforcing rules and regulations
which it ignores when dealing with large Nixon
campaign donors. The IRS is for all practical purposes
an arm of the Committee to Re-elect the President.
There is one law for the strong and powerful and one
for the weak and powerless. That is Dick Nixon's
America.
At last Thursday's anti-Nixon rally there were quite
a few snappy dressers with cameras who were not
from the press. They were however very busy using up
as much of our tax money as possible on film with
which they photographed all the subversives who
dared to call for Nixon's removal. You can be sure
those pictures will be filed for future use and abuse by
the people who keep America clean.
Meanwhile, Dick Nixon has decided to come clean by
washing his hands of Watergate again. He is no crook.
Those missing tapes do not really exist. And neither do
Agnew, Richardson, and Cox. They are all attempts by
the dangerous press to brainwash the American people
into believing that Dick Nixon is a bad guy, when he is
really God's gift to the Republican, Party. Poor
Richard. He is still trying to make Watergate disap-
pear, to sweep it under the rug and get down to the
people's business. I cannot wait to hear his farewell
speech when he leaves office for good, whether it is in
January 1977 or before.
Despite the attempts by counterinsurgency forces to
frighten protestors into apathy there will be more
rallies against Nixon. I would guess there will be
bigger and better rallies. What they will accomplish
remains to be seen, but one thing is certain: Nixon
must not be allowed to sweep his past crimes under the
rug.
If Dogs Run Free
Libido and His Application
hok JL JLBy Matt MoloshokAs Thanksgiving approaches, several of your fellow
students are feverishly trying to complete their
graduate school applications.
Some of you may remember the process of getting
into a school. Standardized tests. Recommendations.
Applications. Essays.
The first part of getting into a graduate school is
taking tests. Larry Libido wakes up on* a Saturday
morning at about 8:25, after a night of partying, to
realize that law school aptitude test begins in 5
minutes. He races down to the test center, with his
nice, new sharpened number 2 pencils. At 8:30, the test
begins and he races in out of breath at 8:30:001 and sits
down on the point of one of your pencils. Well, he can
worry about poisoning later. Right now, he has to get
the pencil resharpened and concentrate.
Now monitors hand out the test. A barrel of laughs.
He writes his name: 12 -1 - 23 -18- 5 -14-3-5 - -12 - 9-2 - 9 -
4-15. Which goes along with 07-28-73 and 007 and all the
other information he gives.
Finally, he gets to substantive matters. Reading
about floral arrangements and their relationship to
god-consciousness. The archaeological search for
nether space. How the blue laws of Arkansas are en-
forced.
Then thereare graphs.) I'm afraid I can't do justice to .
the graphs on Larry's test. I'm pretty sure I didn't do
them justice when I took the exam either,)
Anyway, he finally gets to some reasoning problems,
"If John Doe has an apple and Major Major Major shot
him, what is the applicability of Catcn-22?" This is
followed by five possible answers. Larry soon adopts
the attitude, "If this be 'reason,' let's make the most of
it."
Then, of course, there are the grammar problems:
"It is I. This sentence is: 1) Correct, 2) Incorrect, 3)
Partially correct 4) Partially incorrect, 5) none of the
above 6) all of the above 7) Inconsequential. 8)
Metaphysical."
Eleven hours later, he stumbles out, his hair a bit
whiter, half-starved, since he hadn't been able to eat in
all this time. First things first, however—he goes to
take care of the lead poisoning.
Now it's time to deal with the application itself .This
is not as routine as Larry-had thought. Even factual
questions pose problems: "Give us the name and
address of your father or other guardian to whom mail
should be sent?" This is followed by another question:
"Is this person living or dead?"
Essays are another problem. Usually the graduate
schools try to be chummy about it: "Tell us something
about yourself,"
This question is very hard to answer. Larry starts to
write, "I enjoy many sorts of activities and I have
diverse interests. You might say I follow the
Renaissance ideal—in fact, some people have called
me a 'Renaissance man.' "
He confronts the. rage. This seems somewhat
egostistical, in retrospect. So he calls himself a
(dilettante.) Then he says, "Wait a second. Now you're
starting to demean yourself, as if you're begging for
admission. Better stick with the hard sell."
He continues to write. Questions plague him. "Should
I write in first person? Maybe I better avoid the
pronouns, I, me, my, etc." So he tries it but with no
success. "I sound like a shizoid. And when I say that I
did poorly in my freshmen year, an aura of paranoia
enters the scene. Rather stick with the I."
Then, there's the eternal question. "Should I be
formal or informal?" he asks. First he tries to be
formal and proper and polite. Soon this bogs down and
gets rather pompous. So, he decides to reverse field.
Now everything drips with honeysuckle and' con-
tractions.
Nothing to be done,
The rough draft done with, he sits down to type it out.
It's as the first words hit the application proper that his
roommates wander in and read over his shoulder.
"Renaissance Man!" shouts one. "Renaissance
Man! You're a turkey. You're a Renaissance dude!"
"Why are you telling them that you're a dilettante?"
asks a friend who has wandered in,
"I say just tell them you're a dude but we love you,"
counseled another roommate.
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plained of the unappealing atmosphere in
the new Cave. Typical reactions were that
the Cave is "uninviting," "abominable,"
and "oppressive." "When you sit there it
makes you feel like you're not part of
anything except a herd," said Pretina.
This "good old days" attitude was also
reflected in some professors' remarks on
the political activism in past years. "In 1969,
there was a greater variety of relationships,
political, social, as well as academic,"
stated Oxnam. "This is generally absent
today."
Miller agreed, characterizing the time of
Kent State as an "era of good feelings"
between students and faculty.
Lack of Time
Some professors said they feel they have
more non-classroom obligations now than in
the past, and therefore less time to spend
with students on an informal basis.
"The crunch is on time," Stewart said.
"We schedule ourselves out of interaction,"
said Toomey. Pretina agreed, saying, "You
find yourself superimposing a time limit on
the student, and so he thinks, 'He can only
give me 15 minutes.' "
Pretina said that he and other faculty
members feel frustration because of this
lack of time to share with students. Because
there is pressure to fulfill one's non-
classroom duties, it becomes "difficult to
come to know the student well," he said.
Some faculty cited the freeze on faculty
hiring and the increased number of students
as causes for their lack of time. "Every new
student is a burden," Toomey asserted,
since she can not give each individual as
much time.
Others attributed their lack of time to the
increasing amount of work they contribute
to college committees, various publications
and department activities.
"It's expected that a faculty member
would make contributions to committees,"
explained Pretina. "It is an extension of the
basic profession of a teacher."
Those that are on the committees
estimated that committee work takes up
from six to nine hours per week.
Stewart claim has not interferred with
Stewart claimed his committee work has
not interfered with his teaching although it
has infringed on his time.
Spencer pointed out that it is inevitable
that some faculty have more committee
work now because of the rise in alternatives
to the traditional college education. He said,
for example, that the Independent Degree
Program (IDP) is very time-consuming for
participating professors.
Spencer added that a few individual
teachers also feel pressured because of
increasing student demands for tutorials
and independent studies.
The curriculum committee has more to do
now because of the increased flexibility of
course-planning at Trinity, maintained
Spencer. He mentioned student-taught
courses and the interdisciplinary major as
some of the many aspects of the curriculum
that the committee must review.
Professors put what Miller called
"departmental chores" on their list of time-
consuming activities. Toomey said she
enjoys being an advisor for psychology
majors, but that the department is so big "I
couldn't handle any more."
Stewart said being department chairman
can be an added burden. This is his first
year as chairman of the mathematics
department and it's "murder," he said.
Professors differed on whether there is
pressure to "publish or perish" at Trinity.
Miller stated that this pressure varies from
department to department. Most seemed to
agree that a teacher's publications are
considered as at least a small factor in
deciding whether he or she gets tenure.
Solutions
The faculty members offered many
constructive suggestions to improve
existing relationships with students and to
create a framework where more could
develop. However, they neglected to provide
recommendations to alleviate increasing
pressures on their time.
As for the faculty housing question, some
professors showed an interest in living
closer to or even on the campus. Pretina
said he would like to see a "faculty in
residence" program established at Trinity,
and said he knows "there are faculty
members willing to try it."
Most faculty agreed with Pretina that
' 'there certainly are very strong advantages
to eating together." Many thought there
should be a place other than the Cave where
students and teachers could meet at lunch
and at other times of the day.
Some acknowledged that mixed lunches at
either Hamlin or Mather would be a good
idea. Others rejected it, arguing that lun-
ch time is one of the only times when faculty
can get together amongst themselves.
"Individual departments should invite
students to come together in an informal
academic setting," said Miller. Toomey and
others suggested that each department have
A/; Miller
Mead Lecture in Economics
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a student-faculty lounge.
Those professors who thought student-
faculty relations were strengthened by joint
political activism in the late sixties
recommended current activities to mutually
involve the two groups, "Trinity should
become a forum for the exchange of ideas on
a wide variety of topics," asserted Oxnam.
He added, "I'd like to see more lectures and
public events relating to critical issues on an
all-college basis."
Many professors emphasized that it is up
to the students to take the initiative in for-
ming friendships with faculty. Some felt
that overall the faculty this year are very
receptive to students.
According to Spencer, many channels
already exist which enhance faculty-student
friendships. For example, in 1969, Fresh-
man Seminars were established not only to
improve academic closeness but also to aide
social contact between students and
teachers, said Spencer.
Spencer added he presently "administers
a fund to reimburse faculty who entertain
students at their homes" and said a
"sizeable number" of teachers make use of
this fund.
All professors said that besides their of-
fice hours, they are willing to afford other
time to students. Most claimed they are on
campus from nine to five daily,
The Tripod took a student poll last
Thursday in the dining room during lunch.
Question: Do you think your teachers
have enough office hours?
Results: Total number questioned: 114
Yes 62 No 36
Don't know 7 Some do, some don't 9
Addresses
If you would like to forward your first-class
mail during Christmas vacation, pick up a
forwarding card from the post office NOW!
Boulding Suggests How to Evaluate World
"One of the extraordinary things about
the human race is that we have the extreme
nerve to evaluate the universe," said
Kenneth Boulding during his lecture
Tuesday night. Boulding, professor of
economics at the University of Colorado,
spoke on "•The Theory of Human Betterment
or How to Keep from Going from Bad to
Worse," in Goodwin Theater.
'Moulding pointed out that the universe
should be divided into separate parts for
evaluation. He said people have the ten-
dency to try to improve the whole world
instead of limiting their efforts to just a part
of it.
The economics professor stated three
principles which are connected with man's
evaluation of his world. They included the
law of diminishing returns, the principle of
trade-offs, and the principle of value
changes, he said.
The law of diminishing returns, according
to Boulding, refers to the fact that, although
people think increasing a certain "im-
portant" element in the universe will im-
prove the universe without realizing this
element will eventually prove to be
detrimental. "Every virtue becomes a
vice," he said, "if you have too much of it."
Boulding explained the principle of trade-
offs as the tendency of people to accept
"bad" consequences of "good" elements in
the environment. For example, he said,
people accept industry because it is "good"
without realizing its negative effects, in-
cluding pollution. "We evaluate the goods
more highly than the bads," he said.
The principle of value change refers to
people's mistaken idea that if values are
changed, then the world will change, said
Boulding.
Boulding mentioned three types of "value
failures" or errors in evaluation of the
world. The first failure he called
"malevolence," which means "taking
satisfaction when someone's worse off than
you are."
Boulding termed "benevolence" taking
satisfaction from the well-being of another
person. While malevolence is easy to learn,
he said, benevolence is not. "If we could
learn to learn benovolence, we could clean
up the world."
The other two types of "value failure",
according to Boulding are poor moral
perspective and bad judgement. He
criticized people for thinking the closer
something is, the better it looks. He also said
people tend to make bad decisions, basing
their choices on alternatives that do not
exist,
Using the government as an example,
Boulding cautioned against "overloading,"
which he said occurs when there are too
explained this causes an "arbitrary
reduction," or the decision maker's claim
that he had no choice but to decide as he did.
"A statesman says, 'I had no alternative,'"
Boulding said, "and then he does something
particularly asinine."
Boulding described what he called the
"missing hero syndrome" in which people
refrain from acting on an issue for fear of
many alternatives from which to choose. He getting into trouble.
Nash Says Entire
Universe EqualBy Bruce Wessel
"It should be as wrong to rape the land as
it is to rape your .neighbor's wife or
husband," said Professor Roderick Nash of
Santa Barbara, California in his talk last
Wednesday night. His speech, "The Need
for an Environmental Ethic," was spon-
sored by the Urban and Environmental
Studies Department.
Nash, a historian and an en-
vironmentalist, advocated that humans
emulate the Indian, who uses the land
without ravaging or killing it.
Nash based his speech on an inverted
pyramid chart describing the evolution of
continued on next page
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Students Seek Blodd Donations
"Freshman optimism," said Peter Basch
when Mary Nelson, '77, said she thought 500
pints was a reasonable goal for the Blood
drive this year.
On Monday, December 3, The American
Red Cross is having a blood mobile in the
Washington Room of Mather Hall from
1Q a.m. until 3 p.m., said Nelson.
"Getting 500 pints of blood from a com-
munity of over 1800 should be no problem,"
said Nelson. Over two-thirds of the school
need not donate, she added.
Nelson said Trinity Red Cross workers
will ask people- at least once to schedule an
appointment to donate blood by filling out a
card. Hopefully, she said everyone will
make an appointment.
If you would like to help recruit, or
volunteer to help on the day of the blood-
mobile, Nelson said she could be contacted
at Box 1006, Peter Basch at ext. 307, or
David Lee at Mather Hall front desk.
A few people, said Nelson, would not be
permitted to donate blood. These include
people under 18 or those who weigh under
105 pounds, she said. Others to be excluded
are persons who have recently received
blood or blood components, and girls who
have recently been pregnant, she added.
According to Nelson, the body will func-
tion normally minus one pint of blood, and it
replenishes its supply in a few months.
Students who would be willing to
share some of their blood with those who
need it more than they do, asserted Nelson.
Connecticut is the only state with a
completely voluntary and free blood
program, stated Nelson. Except for a ser-
vice charge for matching and adminstering
blood, all blood and blood components are
free in Connecticut hospitals, she said.
The hospitals type all donated blood, in-
cluding RH factor blood, said Nelson, and
then test it for hepatitis. They then send the
donor a card to keep a record of his type and
further donations. Nelson said the Red Cross
will notify donors if the tests show they have
hepatitis.
"Besides the benefits to you who may
never need blood or blood components," she
said. "
"Last year over 123 thousand pints of blood
were collected. Over 180 thousand patients
were helped by either Whole blood or blood
components," said Brian Koski, Director of
the American Red Cross, Greater Hartford
Chapter Blood Program.
Any Connecticut resident receiving blood
in another state has the blood they used
replaced pint for pint, if they apply, she said.,
The same is true for any non-Connecticut
resident and their family-parents, spouse
and children, for a year .after they donate
and for life if two gallons are donated over a
period of time; Nelson added.
"One year a record 350 pints were
collected at Trinity." Peter Basch said.
"That will be the record until December
3," said Mary.
Nashv. •<
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Conn PIRG To Seek
Better Phone Service
ethics. This evolution, according to Nash,
began with individuals and moved up to
family, tribe, region, nation, race, mankind,
mammals, all life, and finally to the rights
of the environment.
The professor said he believes that we are
now at the stage between mankind and
mammals. "Ethics usually stops with man
to man ethics," Nash said, but we are
getting past that point and into the rights of
mammals, he said. No one would hurt "a
brown eyed cow, Bambi's mother, Rin Tin
Tin, or Lassie," he claimed.
Nash said he hoped that in the future we
can accord the "ethical status normally
given to fellow man," to the environment as
a whole. "Rocks and air have the same
rights as anything else in the universe," he
maintained.
With the use of his chart, Nash traced
man's ethical evolution through history.
"Man has grown up ethically from selling
man (slavery) to selling the earth (real
estate)," said Nash. He said he hoped
someday men can "accord land the same
dignity as we do human beings."
The California professor pointed out that
it might take a "civil war" to give this
country environmental ethics. He cited it
did to people who have laid down their
bodies in front of bulldozers to stop them
from destroying trees as an example.
Wash's most famous book, Wilderness and
the American Mind, won an award for being
one of the 50 best books published in 1967. He
is the author of numerous other writings.
At last Wednesday's meeting, the Trinity
chapter of the Connecticut Public Interest
Group (ConnPIRG) discussed plans for
implementing a number of area projects.
Among the projects was an effort to ob-
tain better phone service for Trinity
students. ,
"Students don't get what they pay for,"
charged Lydia Manchester, a member of
ConnPIRG.
She complained that students do not get
phone books, their names are not printed in
the phone book, and they have no say in
where the phone is installed. In addition, the
phone company is trying to raise its rates,
said Manchester,
ConnPIRG is planning to distribute
questionaires throughout the dorms to find
out the extent of student complaints, and
MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT-ATGSB
OCAT
NAT'L. BDS.
• Preparation for tests required for
admission to graduate and profes-
sional schools
• Six and twelve session courses
• Small groups
'Voluminous material f o r home study
prepared by experts in each field
"Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs. Lessons
can be spread over a period of
several months to a year, or for
out of town students, a period
of one week
•Opportuni tyfor review of past
lessons via tape at the center
Special Compact Courses during
Weekends-Intercessions
Summer Sessions
STANLEY H.KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
1675 E m 16th Strwt Brooklyn, N. Y
(212) 336-5300
(516) 538-4555
DAYS. EVENINGS, WEEKENDS
Branches in Major Cities in U.S.A.
The Tutoring Schoot with the Nationwide Reputation
G.I. WHITEHEAD
AND SON, ING.
207 New Britain Ave.
527-5218
General Auto Repairing
24 Hour Towing Service
will hopefully present their case to the phone
company to try to get a set rate per hour for
installation.
Other projects included a survey to
determine whether local banks quote an
annual loaning rate (as they are required by
law to give anyone requesting a loan) or
whether they give a monthly rate. The
monthly rate sounds inexpensive, said
Basch. "A Michigan study found that 60% of
all banks surveyed were found in violation of
the law. We hope this isn't the case in
Connecticut," said Basch.
The group also mentioned the possibility
of their working on a "toy-safety project" in
conjunction with Connecticut Citizens Ac-
tion Group (CCAG), but did not know
specifically what they would do to ensure
that banned toys were not sold by local
merchants.
D & D PACKAGE STORE
serving Trinity Students for 4 generations
417 New Britain Avenue
249-6833
Complete line of wines & spirits
Keg Beer — Party Planning
Free Delivery Service
SHOWCASE CINEMA! 1234
EXIT 9KFORBES STREETjor EXIT 58(SILVER LANE)on 1-84 •
» EAST HARTFORD • 24HR. TEL. TNFO. 568-8810 •
^ACRES OF FREE LIGHTED PARKING* \Afe Honor MASTER CHARGE
THE LONG
GOODBYE"W.thru Suxont.1:10,3:15,5:20,7:35,9;45
M.&Tu.eve,7:35,9:45 ' J
W.ihru Su.cont.,2:15,
4:0S,S:55,7:55,9:SS
M,&Tu.eve,7:55,9;55'
m .
SiSi
WEREWOLF OP
WASHINGTON
|==n W.thru Su.cont,,5,3:J0,5:40,7;35,9:30
J L M a T
MR. AUTO WASH
J^imonizintj — sQuto cf ZJruck lA/aaning-
900 Wethersfield Avenue
Hartford
Exterior Car Wash 69*
with gasoline fill-up
Complete Deluxe
Waxing$10.95
w/Trinity I.D. only
'9.95
2 Step Carnauba Wax
'25.00
BUT, w Trinity I.D. only$20.00
Alternate locution; ISO Tollcmd St.
East Hartford
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Announcements
Outing Club
There will be a meeting of the Trinity Outing
Club tonight at-7:30 p.m. in Seabury 15, all
interested people are invited.
Israel
Today, Tuesday, the "Perspectives on
Israel" series continues with an informal panel
discussion of the Arab and Israeli points of
view in the Middle East conflict, featuring
responsible spokesmen for both sides. Wean
Lounge, 4:00.
COLLEGE SPORT SHOP
112 New Britain Ave.
Hartford
10% Discount to Students
Headquarters for Sperry
Topsider Mocs, Tennis
Rackets & Stringing,
Bowling, Basketballs,
Footballs
 p h o n e 247-9905
RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE # 2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(2f3) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.
IPV Jeffries M U S I C
SPECIALS ON ' U W / N
Records & LP's - Pop Singles
Tapes - 8 Track Cassettes
Head Shop
Music Books & Accessories
Way Out Clothing & Jewelry-
Black Lights
Posters
Candles
Jewelry, Earrings, Etc.
LOTS OF ITEMS TO CHOOSE
ALL MUSICAL
ACCESSORIES
HARMONICAS
GUITAR STRINGS
GREAT SELECTION OP
MUSIC BOOKS & SHEETS
7 South Main Street
West Hartford Center
236-4439
Memorial
Service
There will be a Memorial Service on
Tuesday, November 27th at 4:00 p.m. in the
Trinity College Chapel for Dr. Blanchard W.
Means, Professor of Philosophy Emeritus. Dr.
Means was a member of the Trinity faculty
from 1932 to 1972.
Carolling
Oil
John Wilson, staff member on Senator
Jackson's subcommittee on energy con-
servation and Attorney General Robert Killian
will speak on ORGANIZATION AND PER-
FORMANCE OF THE OIL INDUSTRY on
Monday, November 26th, at 8:30 p.m., McCook
Auditorium.
Can you sing? And would you like to join a
party of students and faculty singing carols at
the Institute of Living on the evening of Mon-
day, December 3rd starting at 8:30 p.m. If you
would like to sing, please give your name to
Clem Ogilby, Box 1243, or at the Chaplain's
Office. There will be a brief rehearsal on
Tuesday, November 27th at 7:00 p.m. in the
Chapel Choir Room.
Shabhaton
The weekend of November 30 Hillel is
sponsoring a "shabbaton". Spend Shabbat in
y/est Hartford with a family and other Trinity
and University of Hartford students. The
theme of the shabbaton is Jewish Respon-
sibility. Home cooked meals included! If in-
terested, please contact Bob Zellinger, Box
ARROW
PACKAGE STORE
23 New Britain Ave.
247-2214
BEER - WINES - LIQUORS
STUDENT I.D.'s REQUIRED GOOD PLAIN SERVICE
1444 or 247-0607, before Monday, November 26.
Questions? Call Chip Rome, 247-3365.
Study Abroad
Students who plan to study in Great Britain
for the academic year 1974-75 should start their
planning now to avoid disappointment.
Available opportunities in fully accredited
Programs sponsored by American colleges -and
universities remain limited. Early application
is essential to participate in Programs
cooperating with British Universities and of-
fering regular degree course enrollment.
Information on accredited study at the
Universities of Edinburgh, Lancaster, London,
Southampton, Surrey and Wales is now
available through the Center for International
Programs, Beaver College/Franklin and
Marshall College, Glenside, Pa. 19038.
Public Schools
An opportunity to visit one or more of the 15
innovative educational programs in the Hart-
i ford Public Schools is being made available for
participants in the Community Forum on
Education at Trinity College.
Between now and Nov. 29, arrangements
may be made for special visits which will in-
clude orientation by a staff member or
program director, opportunity to see
classroom instruction, and a chance for
questions.
Anyone interested in participating in the
visitations or the Community Forum on
Education may get further information about
the programs from Ivan Backer, director of the
Trinity College Office of Community Affairs.
Once upon a time the only
long distance bargain
was when he called you.
When you had to think about the cost, the waiting and
hoping got pretty nerve wracking sometimes. But now
you can save on long distance just by dialing without
operator assistance. For instance, a three-minute
direct dialed call to Chicago is only 65e
(low evening rate—5 to 11 pm).
Dial it direct and save.
««— n» t *— \ *a i*
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This Week
Tuesday, November 20
4:00, Lecture Series: #3 Perspective on Israel,
Wean Lounge
4:00, Lecture by Rosamond Bemier-"The Year
1907", Sponsored by Friends of Art, Trinity
College/Hartford, Austin Arts
7:00-8:30, MHBOG, Committee Room
7:30-9:00, SIMS, Senate Room .
7:30 8< 9:20, Films: The Last Millionaire La
Notto, Cinestudio
8:00, Young Democrats, Alumni Lounge
8:00, MHBOG sponsors Lecture on Acupunc-
ture, Speaker: Dr. Scala, Washington Room
10:30, Compline, Chapel
Wednesday, November 21
Thanksgiving Vacation begins after last class
12:15, Football highlights. Senate Room
12:30, The Eucharist, Chapel
1:15, Film-Larry Stires, McCook Aud.
7:30, Films: "The Thief Who Came To Dinner"
"Blume in Love", Cinestudio
7:30 & 9:30, Films: "The Thief Who Came To
Dinner," "Blume I , Love," Cinestudio.
Thanksgiving Recss-Thursday November 22
through Sunday I* vember 25.
Classes resume Monday November 26.
Thursday, November 22
7:30 & 9:30 p.m, Films: See Wednesday,
Cinestudio
Friday, November 23
7:30 & 9:30 p.m. Films: See Wednesday,
Cinestudio
Saturday, November 24
7:30 & 9:30 p.m. Films: See Wednesday,
Cinestudio
Sunday, November 25
10:30, The Eucharist, Sermon by Chaplain
Devonshire Jones, Chapel
1:15, Roman Catholic Mass, Alumni Lounge
6:00-8:00, SIMS, McCook Aud.
7:30, Film: "The Sorrow and the Pity",
Cinestudio
Monday, November 26, 1973
Classes Resume
7:00, TWO, Alumni Lounge
7:00-9:00, MS, McCook 311
7:00, Film: L. Stires, LSC Aud.
7:00-9:30, Divine Light Mission, Senate Room
Special Hours During
Thanksgiving Vacation
Mather Campus Center: closes at 11:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, November 21 until Sunday,
November 25 at 7:00 a.m., when regular hours
JACK AND JILL GAME DOWN THE HILL
TO SAY HELLO TO HY AND LILL. . .
H & L PACKAGE
STORE
219 Zion Street
247-9138 233-1834
TRIANGLE FOODS
351 Washington Street
(Corner of Vernon and Washington Streets)
A/e're offering a 10% discount to all Trinity students and
acuity presenting an I.D. Card. No discounts given on beer
3r tobacco. Full service grocery store with delivery ser-
/ice.
FRESH CUT COLD CUTS - HOMEMADE SALADS
HOT OVEN GRINDERS
Hours: Mon., Tues., Wed., - 9-6
Thurs., Fri., - 9-8
Sat. - 9-6
Sun. - 8-1
PHONE: 247-3971
Dian Cleaners located next door
347 Washington Street
They also offer a 10% discount on all dryclearling. I.D.'s
must be presented with dry-cleaning.
will resume. 24 Hr. phone coverage at Mather
Campus Center Front Desk from Thursday,
November 21 until Sunday, November 25. 527-
3151.
Food Service Mather Dining Hall: closes after
dinner on Wednesday, Nov. 21 to Sunday, Nov.
25. Opens for dinner meal for students on meal
plan on Sun., Nov. 25. Closed Thursday, Nov. 22
to Sunday, Noon November 25. Open Sunday,
November 25-12 noon to 11 p.m.
Library Hours: Wednesday, Nov. 21, 8:30 a.m.-
Thursday, Nov. 22, CLOSED: Friday, Nov. 23,
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.; Saturday, Nov. 24, 10:00
a.m.-5:00 p.m.; Sunday, Nov. 25, 2:00 p.m.-
12:00 Midnite; Monday, Nov. 26, Resume
Regular Hours.
Bookstore Closed Thursday, November 22-
Sunday, November 25.
Post Office Closed Thursday, November 22-
Sunday, November 25.
Ferris Center closed Thursday, November 22.
Sunday, November 25.
Austin Arts Center Closed Thursday,
November 22-Sunday, November 25.
Infirmary Nurse on call from Wednesday,
Midnite, November 22 to 8:00 a.m. Monday,
Call Front Desk, Mather Campus Center—527-
3151.
• WALK INN
RESTAURANT
1786 Broad St.
Near New Britain Ave.
Steaks-Chops-Pizza
Italian Specialties
Liquors
524-1334
OPEN SUNDAYS
CgERg'S
PHARMACY
130 New Britain Ave.(corner of Broad St.)
Russell Stover's Candy
Health and Beauty Aids
Liquors - Gift Items
Prescription Dept.
Call Us We Deliver
247-7926
Hours: Daily 8 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
inday.s.8_a:.m.-5:00 p.m.
.;:. DISCO Dl-
385 Main Street
CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS _
ON
KEEPSAKE
DIAMONDS
WATCH & JEWELRY REPAIR
SO RITA ' VERONA
CORNER
TAP TAVERN
Hein@ken ©n Draff
N@ ira$, Just F a c t . . .
Best Dressed Beer In Town
Kitchen Closes-at 10:30
Open: 9 a.m. to I a.m. everyday except Sunday
i.D.'s ARE REQUIRED
Across the street from campus
217 New Britain Avenue
• •. • ••"549-6575
FRED LOCKE
BREAKS
THE PRICE
BARRIER ON
SONY!
SONY
TC-134 SD
CASSETTE DECK
194
REGULARLY 239.95
00
DELUXE STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH
DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEAI.
• Ferrite & Ferrite Heads
•Automatic Total Mechanism Shutoff
• Tape Select Switch
• 3-Digit Tape Counter
• Straight Line Record Level Controls
• Peak Limiter Monitor
8
 Much More
Brought to you by
SUPERSCOPE
YOU'LL DIG ALL THE SOUND
YOU'LL GET FROM THIS
SYSTEM...YOU'LL ALSO DIG
THE PRICE!
We can't say enough about the EPI 100'S, but saying "enough" . . . isn't . . .
you have to listen to them. The clean, clear sound that comes through the EPI 100'S
will satisfy even the most demanding stereo enthusiasts. The 100'S are easify driven by
the Sherwood S-7100A AM/FM Stereo Receiver with a distortion level of only . 2 % .
Completing the system is a BSR McDonald 51 OX automatic turntable with synchronous
motor for perfect speed and a Shure M-75C cartridge. Come into Fred Locke Stereo
and listen to this dynamite system at this dynamite price . . . $425.00 . . . Enough said?
SYSTEM LIST PRICE $513.40
SYSTEM PRICE
SHERWOOD
SHERWOOD S-7100A
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
LIST $219.95
$425
SAVE 88.40!
BSR
MCDONALD
BSR MCDONALD
510X
TURNTABLE
LIST $105.45
EPI MODEL 100'S
LIST
$188.00
n.asler chargo
1835 WILBRAHAM RD.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
782-71U
FRED
LOCKS
216 West Main St.
Avon, Conn.
678-1797
STORE HOURS
Mon.-Wed. iO-7
Thurs.-Frr. 10-9
Sat. 10-5 = 30
1071 Burnside Ave.
East Hartford, Conn.
528-9479
I nnno
1533 State St.
New Haven, Conn.
787-0183
Frosh Soccer Finishes at
7-3-1; Win 4 of LastS
Photo by Sean O'Malley
Bill Lawson, senior goalie, makes one of many spectacular saves on the way
to a shutout performance last Wednesday against eventual ECAC New
England champion Wesleyan. Chris Harris blocks out a Card while Jay
Morgan, who had a superlative aame, comes back to help out.
Soccer Upsets Cards • • •
fifteen minutes. Suddenly, however, Trinity
seemed to realize that they would have to
make their own breaks in the face of a
begrudging Wesleyan defense. Executing
superbly, Roger McCord, now sporting a
beard to say nothing of his head band, found
Fernald on the left wing with a touch pass.
Fern fielded the ball and passed back to
Roger on the give and go.Ro Mac had finally
managed to split the Wesleyan defense, and
had the ball on his foot, all alone, about
twelve yards out on the left side of the net.
The Cardinal goalkeeper, who until now had
been perfection himself, sensed serious
trouble and charged in vain as McCord hit a
soft, sweet, roller with the inside of his foot
to the far right hand corner. I was waiting
for Roger to show us his Anthony Davis
toughdown move, but I guess you can't
always get what you want. Peter "the Turk"
Schuller meanwhile, was on his knees in
Basketball
The Basketbants open their season
Friday nile, November 30 at 7 (?) pm in
Lhe Trinity-UHart Invitational to be held
at UHart this year. Pairings will be Trin-
CCSC (last year's victor) and UHar-
Wesleyan. Finals will be Saturday nite.
In all truth, the Bants should be a fine
team (.his year. Be there.
-D.S.
Photo by Pave Levin
Pete Taussig, junior wing on the
hockey team and part time sports
editor, takes time out from his
responsibilities (sic) to have a go in
the chugging contest before the
football game last Saturday. Pete
and his team mates from the Hail,
unfortunately, lost in a close chug as
AD nipped Psi U by a second and the
Hall by four seconds. There will be a
rematch in the spring!
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praise, apparently, of some Middle Eastern
diety. Trin's defense held tough for the final
two minutes, and it was all over,
This year's version of the booting bantams
was not the best that Trinity has ever
produced, but it was certainly not the worst.
They were, however, probably the weirdest
group in recent memory. On a given day, as
the saying goes, they were capable of taking
some, of New England's best teams to the
cleaners, a la Union and Wesleyan. But it
was those other games, like MIT and
Bowdoin, which leant a touch of confusion to
any rational analysis of their true
capabilities.
Whether or not the 3-7-0 record is in-
dicative is not important now. Wesleyan
recently defeated top ranked Middlebury,
the same Middlebury team which ravaged
us weeks ago on a rainy Satirday morning,
so draw your own conclusions. The 1973
varsity soccer team was a game, potentially
explosive group. Senior co-captain Don
Hawley deserves tribute as someone who
hung in with skill and leadership despite a
nagging knee injury. It is useless to cast
predictions concerning next season so soon
after this one has ended. Almost the entire
team will return, with notable exceptions in
the persons of Lawson, Hawley, and
Schuller.
X-Country
finishes 1-9
~By Richard Lovering
Despite a lackluster seasonal record of 1-
9, the Trinity Bants redeemed themselves in
the November 7 performance of sophomore
Jim Forbes against Southern Connecticut.
Although Southern Connecticut won, 19-42,
the greater statistic of the afternoon was the
smashing of the home record by Forbes.
Forbes, a native of Schenectady, N.Y. and
a History major, broke the mark of last
year's captain Rob Haff by eleven seconds
with a spectacular 26:08. He was promptly
elected captain of next year's team, suc-
ceeding the graduating Fred Francis who
will be sorely missed.
Overshadowed by Forbes' performance,
the rest of the Trin harriers did reasonably
well and all of the top six runners had their
best personal times. Finishing respectively
for Trinity were Scott "Fly-by-Night" Knox,
Frank "Refill" Holmes, the author, Fred
"Fruit" Clark and Peter "Basketball
Jones" Harris. The team must bid a
reluctant farewell to the dedicated services
of graduating captain Fred Francis and
senior Craig Barrison. Francis' deter-
mination and leadership have served as an
excellent inspiration to a squad dishear-
tened by troubled times. Barrison's knee-
slapping Armenian wit will be remembered
with nostalgia as he passes on to a career in
the marines for a run at life.
Overlooking the discouraging record,
Coach Craig Phillips was optimistic about
next year, particularly the performance of
Forbes. "We've got a young team," he
commented, "and we're getting some easier
schools in the schedule next year." Five of
this year's letter winners will be returning
for what can only be a more respectable
season.
By Nameless
After a close loss to Williams, the frosh .
soccer team unlimbered its big guns and
trained them on Springfield, and emerged
as 5-2 victors. Early in the first half the St.
Louis Stomper drove down the field and at
the last moment slipped the ball in front of
the net to Zan Harvey who banged it home.
Minutes later the Stomper and Zan teamed
up again and Zan broke in all alone on the
hapless goalie and tapped it past him for
goal number 2. After some minor defensive
lapses it was 2-2, and Duffy Shea, rightfully
incensed, stole an errant defensive pass and
toyed with the goalie making the score 3-2.
Before the half ended, another through pass
by the Stomper to Zan ended in a picture
play slap shot and it was hat-trick city.
In the second half Duffy deflected a rolling
shot by Blair Heppe for goal number 5 and
the frosh walked off with a well deserved
win.
Against the Coast Guard the frosh seemed
at first stunned by the shaven shipsters and
played below their usual form. However,
taking command of the game the forward
line repeatedly broke through the defense
and was awarded a penalty shot after a
fullback made a great stop.... with his
hands. Duffy took the shot and placed the
ball just inside the post for goal number 1.
The second score came as Ralph Sin-
sheimer bounced one off the crossbar and
the Stomper billowed the nets. Seconds later
on a corner kick, Rod Thompson put in a
beautiful head ball and the big Rowdy
machine could not be stopped.
In the second half Harvey split the defense
and drove in a beauty from 15 yards. Later,
after tremendous pressure on the goal, Zan
picked the corner with a Bantam leg to
spare for goal number 5, and the Rowdies
went on to win 5-0.
The next game against Manchester
Community Commune, turned out to be a
tough one as the frosh went scoreless in the
1st half. In the second half after some
brilliant goal tending by both Rick Horning
and Charlie Poole, Zan took a pass from
Duffy and rammed it home. Later, Duffy
broke in front of the net and deftly turned in
a pass from Rod Thompson for goal number
2.
With a minute left in the game a Man-
chester forward broke in all alone for what
seemed to be a sure goal. But Jay Shinkle a
man of canine attributes, went down on all
fours and began barking furiously. The ref
blew the whistle stopping play and politely
asked for someone to get the dog off the
field. When questioned later about the in-
cident Jay responded with a hearty "arf
arf." '•
The next game against a highly touted
Conn. College turned out to be one of the
froshes greatest efforts of the year as they
out-hustled the cons 3-2. Zan Harvey,
needing only one goal to break the all time
Trinity frosh scoring record, got his 13th
goal of the season as a result of a tremen-
dous one man drive through the Conn,
defense, ending with a point blank dribbler
which squeaked through the goalie. Later in
the 1st half, left wing Ralph Sinsheimer
crossed the ball in front which the goalie
mishandled and the Stomper was there to
punch in the rebound.
Minutes later and clearly dominating the
game, Jim McGrath let loose a rising slap
shot which cleanly beat the goalie. Great
credit must go to the halfbacks, especially
McGrath, Thompson, Weedon, "Wild Bill"
Amory, and McGarrah, for dominating
midfield play and for leaving their op-
ponents strewn (and in McGrath's case
broken) in their wake. Goalie Horning had a
great day, making several impossible saves
when the frosh really needed them.
Amherst was the last game of the year,
and Robies Raiders desperately wanted to
upset the unbeaten, untied Amherst eleven.
Unfortunately, it was not to be as the for-
ward line muffed several early chances
and Amherst put in a goal before half-time
to take a 1-0 lead. Though Amherst clearly
displayed better ball control and took over
40 shots on net, Rick Hornuung, and his
fullbacks played as if possessed and fought
off repeated waves of attackers, allowing
but one goal in the first 79 minutes of the 80
minute game. John Kendall, Jay Shinkle,
and Rick Sokolov should be highly com-
mended for their consistently excellent play
during this game.
Truly it took every effort of Amherst's
vaunted 7 All-Americans to beat the fired up
frosh. The Raiders extend their thanks and
gratitude to Coach Roby Shultz and to all the
fans who attended their games.
Photo by Dave Levin
Jim Balesano, junior running back, picks up a chunk of the 168 v a . r d f j l t
accumulated last Saturday. Jim carried an astounding 38 times in his »e
effort of the year and his first start.
wts, rage
Icemen vs. UConn Nov. 28
By Murray Peterson
As the season draws near, the newest
edition of the Trinity Hockey Team is
beginning to round into a reasonably
cohesive unit. Although the program is still
fairly young and the recruiting not so easy,
the Bants have managed to attract a small
share of the huge amount of talent to be
tapped over the last few years. It has ap-
parently culminated this season in a team
that has relatively more overall depth at
every position than ever before.
Coach John Dunham has indicated that he
is "cautiously optimistic" about the team's
chances of having a good season.
' 'The schedule is much tougher as 16 of the
20 games we face during this campaign are
division 2 Varsity clubs. A winning season is
certainly within reach, but it will take a
spirited overall effort and few injuries to
make it reality."
The outlook with just five practices
remaining before the annual bloodbath with
University of Connecticut (Wednesday,
November 28, 7:30 p.m. at Glastonbury)
shows the icemen with two potentially ex-
plosive scoring lines with their top five
scorers returning.
Captain Jono Frank (11 goals, 15 assists,
26 points last year) centers one unit with
senior George Finkenstaedt (10-8-18) on left
wing and junior Pete Taussig (11-17-28) on
the right side. The other wave has freshman
Sandy Weedon between last year's highest
scorer, sophomore Jim Lenehan (15-16-31)
and Mark Cleary (7-11-18). The third line,
basically a checking line, has senior Chris
Wyle (2-4-6) centering for senior Dave
Koncz (1-3-4) on the left side and junior Jay
Fisher (2-3-5) on the right. At the moment,
the fourth line has soph Dave Ludlum
between two promising freshmen, Allan
Plough and Morris Stroud.
The defense is young, but jt has four
returnees. Junior Rich Huoppi (4-9-13) and
sophs Mark Henderson (4-6-10), Nick Brady
(1-4-5), and Bill Cunningham (1-2-3) provide
a good nucleus. Freshmen Buzz Ellis, Drew
Tamoney, and Duffy Shea are seeking
regular berths on the backline.
The goaltending looks strong as junior
Rudy Montgelas (1.78 goals against
average) and freshmen Tim Ghriskey and
Ted Judson vie for the starting berth. The
competition has resulted in improving the
ability of each of the three of them.
The hockey team appears to be the
strongest edition yet, and their tougher
schedule reflects this improvement as they
attempt to become recognized as a varsity
sport. The record will not be spectacular,
probably, but an over .500 campaign would
reflect this continued upward trend of the
program. If the team can combine con-
sistent hustle, spirit, and determination to
go with its wealth of experience, a winning
season is well within reach.
The team scrimmaged last night down at
Yale, a team they will face late in the
season, and this will give an early indication
of what the team's early play may be like.
Their first game is vs. UConn on Wed-
nesday after Thanksgiving vacation at 7:30
at Glastonbury. They follow that up with the
annual Trader Vic's Tilt on Saturday,
December 1. M.I.T. is the coincidental
opponent at 7 PM.
Directions to the rink follow: Take 84 East
to route 2 South. Follow Rte. 2 to Glaston-
bury, take the Hebron Ave. exit, and turn
left at the end of the off ramp. Go about 1/4
mile and take a right after the Texaco
station. The rink will be about 500 yards
down on the left side of the road.
Photo by Sean O'Malley
Quarterback Harold Gray 'sneaks' up the middle for a 37 yard gain during
the triumph over rival Wesleyan. Together with George Rose, they sparked the
Bantams with a powerful offensive show.
McPhee: Door is Always Open
By Allan Stark
As one walks down the row of offices in
the Ferris Athletic Center one is always
able to find a crowd around the desk of
Dr. Chester McPhee. When one peeks
inside there will be a man in his mid-
forties smoking a pipe, smiling, and
alking to two or three students. His
manner is warm, friendly, and relaxed.
His door is always open to "his players,"
students, or his fellow colleagues. Chet
as he is better known) is one of the most
successful coaches at Trinity. His fresh-
man football teams have a combined
record of 48-16-7 while his varsity
lacrosse teams have a record of 49-55.
The most striking aspect of Chefs career
is not his ability to win games, but the
noticeable devotion and respect he has
earned from his players for the past
seventeen years at Trinity.
Dr. McPhee was brought up in
Youhgstown, Ohio where he starred in
both football and basketball. His father
and two uncles were all very successful
high school coaches who gave Chet and
his younger brother a continual clinic on
football, basketball, and track. "My
father is the stereotype of the old style
coach. He believed in slogans, sweat,
hardwork, loyalty, moderation, and
discipline. He was a cussin' ass-kicker
who was always a winner. He would do
anything to win, but he would never
compromise his ideal of sportsmanship
for that goal. Truth and sportsmanship
were synonymous in his eyes."
One can see many of those charac-
teristics in Chefs personality today. The
simplicity, the honesty, the candor, the
competitiveness, and the determination
are all values that he admired in his
father and which he tries to incorporate
in his own programs. Chet and his father,
however, do disagree on the idea of "fun"
in competitive athletics. His father saw
football as a grim business that was only
fun when the Scoreboard read in your
favor. "I reacted against that grim view
of athletics. That was my father's one
shortcoming. He never tried to break up
the tension. He always kept the heat on
his players. It was a matter of life and
death, honor and dishonor."
Chet and his brother Frank both went
on to become college stars at Oberlin and
Princeton respectively. His brother was
an All-America n football player who
later played with the Chicago Cardinals.
Chet was an All-Ohio conference half-
back while also lettering in basketball,
lacrosse, and track before graduating in
1951 with degrees in English Literature
and Physical Education.
After the Korean War he attended Ohio
State as'a graduate assistant in the Phys,
Ed. department. At Ohio State he started
his coaching career, becoming the
school's first varsity lacrosse coach.
Before coming to Trinity in 1957 Chet
coached successfully for three years at
"Upper Arlington High School in Ohio.
Dr. McPhee came to Trin primarily to
be a discipline of Dan Jessee who had a
national reputation for being an offensive
genius. His apprenticeship has lasted
ever since, yet there is little evidence of
any regrets. In fact, one is left with the
impression that each day is filled with a
joy of excitement and expectation. "We
have a sensible and meaningful athletic
program here. I came here in 1957 and
seventeen years later I am still here
without a feeling of being in a rut. I
consider coaching an important job. I am
just happy in my work, it's not very
complicated."
This happiness derives from his per-
sonal contacts which he has made during
his career. Whether it be his football or
lacrosse players Chet has always been
open and responsive to their needs. By no
means, however, does he view his
position as a one-way street. The
challenge of coaching at Trinity has kept
its appeal because Chet believes that it is
necessary to listen as well as to preach.
•'I like the type of athlete who is attracted
to Trinity. They are bright and aware,
not stupid jocks. I find it to be a
stimulating atmosphere that keeps vou
sharp while trying to keep up with them."
The attraction ot coaching for Chet
goes beyond the simple love of Sport
itself. He believes that coaching provides
a unique opportunity to become per-
sonally involved with other people. A
coach and his players go through the
rough and good times together, forming a
common bond that is much stronger than
most student-teacher relationships.
These relationships which are formed on
the field have a quality that is rarely
found in the casual personal contacts of
day-to-day living.
"A coach is a hell of a thing to be. It's
an exciting profession that at all times
has a new challenge or surprise. It is not
a grey existence. I have had chances to
go into classroom teaching (Chet
received his Ph.D. in Physical Education
from Ohio State in 1971) but I still like to
throw my hat, blow my whistle, swear,
and jump up and down. I love getting out
and going through a great deal with
people. This is something a larger in-
come can't buy and that I am unwilling to
give up at the present time."
The devotion of Chet to the coaching
profession is obviously very intense, but
one can see other devoted men who are
not very successful in teams of a winning
percentage. This is not the case with Dr.
McPhee, however. Until the defeat at the
hands of Amherst's freshmen, Trinity
had an 18-game unbeaten streak. In fact,
throughout his playing and coaching
careers Chet has known very little else
other than success. The problem of
winning and losing has been the demise
of many coaches. One can read about the
grandfatherly coach who is loved by his
players, yet has lost the touch for
directing a winning program. The other
extreme also exists when a coach who
can walk this narrow ridge between the
two extremes.
"I am not an intense detail man. I see
the forest not the trees. 1 feel that my job
in coaching goes beyond teaching merely
techniques. It is my duty to deal with a
variety of personalities. A team must be
a cohesive, loyal, and hard-working unit.
I feel strongly that morale, pride, a sense
of enjoyment, and satisfaction rank as
high as detail work and preparation for a
successful outcome. A sense of fairness
and openness with players is a must for
any coach. I try to elicit effort, pride and
hard work from my players rather than
instill it."
The result of such a philosophy seems
to benefit not only those who demand a
winner, but more importantly the
players themselves, McPhee feels the
game is for the players, not for the fans
or alumni. Competitive athletics, despite
the emphasis on winning, should be fun
and rewarding for the athletes whether
they be starters or substitutes. As Mc-
Phee says, "Competitive sports shouldn't
be a grim undertaking or a test of
manhood. I see it as play."
This does not mean though that he sees
it as a frivolous endeavor which has very
continued on pg. 7
Balesano Grinds Out 168 Yards
Bants Roll Over Cardinals, 33-16
Duckett Bows Out with 7 Records
Rv Don? Sanderson **s^KJ
By Doug Sanderson
Trinity's tri-captain Ron Duckett caught
two touchdown passes within :34 at the end
of the first half as the Bantams rolled up a
23-0 half-time lead, then hung on for a 33-16
victory over Wesleyan Saturday before a
near-capacity Homecoming crowd at Jessee
Field.
Duckett, the nation's leading Division III
pass receiver, caught seven passes for 148
yards and the two touchdowns. As a result
he now owns seven of the nine receiving
records in the Trinity record book: most
receptions, game-13 (twice vs. U. of
Rochester), season-57 (1973), career-154
(1971-1973, breaking the old record by 34);
most yardage, game-245 (U. of Rochester,
1971), season-834 (1973), career-2289 (1971-
1973, breaking the old record by 561); most
TD passes caught, career-19 (1971-1973).
The Bantams will certainly miss him next
year,
The Trinity defense, which allowed the
Cardinals only 72 yards in the first half, set
up the Bants' first touchdown. Safety Rich
Tucci intercepted a Tom Gelsomino pass
and returned it 46 yards to the Wesleyan 14.
Six plays later quarterback Harold Gray
fought over from the 1, and Trinity led 6-0.
Although Trinity coughed up the ball on its
own 35 due to a fumble on their next
possession, the defense held, and Wesleyan
punted. The Bantams marched 64 yards to
the Cardinal 16 behind the running of junior
Jim Balesano and two Gray-Duckett passes.
But the drive stalled, so Mike Maus kicked
his third feld goal of the season, a 34-yarder.
9-0.
A poor punt by Wes' Dave Whiting late in
the seconquarter gave Trin the ball on the
Cardinal 38 yardline. Balesano rushed twice
for eight yards, Duckett caught a nine-
yarder for a first down to the 21. Balesano
picked up a yard, then Gray hit Duckett
perfectly over the middle for 20 yards and a
16-0 lead with 1:28 left.
On Wesleyan's first play following the
ensuing kickoff, Chris Max picked off
another errant aerial #6 of the season for
him at the Card 48, Balesano again got the
call, and responded by picking up the last 21
of a 121-yard first half. John Wholley,
momentarily replacing him, picked up nine.
Then quarterback George Rose, who was
used randomly on various 2nd and/or 3rd
downs while Gray played most of the game,
hit Duckett on a quick turn-in pattern and
Duck sped into the end zone for an 18-yard
touchdown and a 23-0 half-time lead.
The third quarter was a different ball-
game. The Cardinals held Trinity to two
first downs and rolled for 144 yards. Midway
through the quarter, Wesleyan marched 80
yards for their first TD. The main ingredient
of the drive was the power running of
fullback Mike Robinson, who accounted for
46 yards on the drive. The touchdown came
on a pass from Gelsomino to freshman
Charles Mitchell covering 16 yards. Steve
h i S
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Sadowy rushed for the two-point con-
version, and Wesleyan trailed 23-8.
Early in the final stanza, Whiting, the
Cards' Mr. Everything who plays safety,
punts, and runs back kicks, did his thing
with a Maus punt, returning it 26 yards to
the Trinity 33. Bryan McCarthy picked up
11. Then Galsomino pitched out to halfback
Sadowy, who fired 22 yards to Dave Terry
for another Wesleyan score. The two-pointer
again was successful, and suddenly a
Bantam romp had become a nail-biter:
Wesleyan was moving the ball easily,
TRINITY WAS MOVING NOT AT ALL.
With 13:06 to go, it was 23-16.
Trin was equal to the challenge, however.
Rose, in on 2nd down, fired a pass to Duckett
cutting across the middle. The brilliant
senior turned on the juice and sped 43 yards
upfield before being brought down at the
Wesleyan 23. 20 yards later, Maus,had a
"three-point conversion" and the lead was
up to 10.
The defense picked up the call from there.
First they stopped Wes on 4th and 2 at the
Trin 48. Then, after the offense took the ball
to the Cardinal 4 yardline (thanks to a 37-
yard sneak by Gray) but couldn't score, the
defense prevented the visitors from getting
beyond their own 7. <
A great defensive play by Wes' Chris
Diamond cost the Bantams seven yards. But
then Balesano bulled through three tackles
into the end zone, and Maus' conversion with
two minutes left gave Trin a 33-16 victory.
Balesano, starting his first game of this
season, turned in the finest rushing per-
formance by a Trinity back since the days of
Dave Kiarsis. Carrying the ball a workhorse
38 times, he fought his way for 168 yards.
Before this game, the offensive line had
been, at best, ineffective in blocking for
Trini ty 's rushing at tack, which had
averaged a sickly 1.9 yards per carry.
Saturday, however, the ground game picked
up 281 of Twin's 487* yards total offense,
averaging 4.7 yards per rush. The offensive
line of Tony LaPolla, Damien Davis, Tom
Lloyd, tri-captain Chad Mooney, and Gerry
LaPlante opened holes time and again for
Trinity backs, and gave the quarterbacks
plenty of time to throw.
Speaking of quarterbacks, both of Trin's
had fine days.Gray hit 7 of 15 passes (1
harmless interception) for 109 yards and a
touchdown, and rushed for 89 yards on 11
carries. Rose hit on 5 of his 8 attempts for an
excellent 89 yards and a touchdown,
Defensively the Bantams were led by
Chris Max and Rich Tucci, who had eight
tackles and an interception each. Tackle
Adron Keaton had the other Trinity in-
terception.
The Bantams will lose only nine seniors,
which is encouraging in next- season's
outlook, particularly since only five of these
men figured prominently in the Bants'
performance this year. The entire defensive
backfield, a strong point all year, should be
returning. The offensive backfield will have
six of its top seven men returning, as only
wingback s tar ter Paul Gossling will ,
graduate this year. But tri-captains
Duckett, Mooney and linebacking stalwart
Barry O'Brien will be almost impossible to
replace.
Of the four frosh teams whose players will
compose next year's varsity, none lost more
than one game under the fine frosh coach,
Chet McPhee. It is hoped that varsity Coach
Don Miller will be able to take advantage of
this talent to improve on the mediocre 5-3, 4-
4 and 4-4 records of his last three teams.
FINAL STATISTICS
Trinity Wesleyan
First Downs 20 15
Yds. Rushing/Rushes 281-60 189/42
Yds. Passing 206 142
Total Offense 437 33!
Passes Att./Comp. 23/12 23/9
Intercepted by 3
 }
Punts/Ave. 4/41.5 6/33 3
Fumbles/Lost 3/1
 6/l
Yds. Penalized 7/48 7/59
FINAL INDIVIDUAL
STATISTICS
Trinity Leaders :
Rushing: Att. Yds. Ave. TDs
Balesano 38 168 4.4 1
Gray n
 89 8.1 1
Passing:
Rose
Gray
Receiving:
Duckett
Kuncio
Punting:
Maus
Wesleyan Leaders :
Rushing
Robinson
McCarthy
O'Brien
Sadowy
Att. Comp. Int. Yds. TDs
8 5 0 87 1
15 7 1 109 1
No. Yds. TDs
7 148 2
4 43 0
4/41,5
Att. Yds. Ave. TDs
11 91 8.3 0
8 38 4.8 0
8 32 4.0 0
8 25 3.1 0
Passing:
Gelsomino
Gustus
Sadowy
Receiving:
Mitchell
Terry
Punting:
Whiting
Wesleyan
Trinity
Att. Comp. Int. Yds. TDs.
16 125 3 61 1
6 3- 0 59 0
1 1 0 22 1
No. Yds. TDs.
3 40 1
4 81 1
6/33.3
1 2 3 4 T
0 0 8 8 16
6 17 0 .10 33
T-Gray l run, kick failed
T-Maus 34 field goal
T-Duckett 20 pass from Gray, Maus kick
T-Duckett 18 pass from Rose, Maus kick
W-Mitchell 16 pass from Gelsomino, Sadowy
run
W-Terry 22 pass from Sadowy, Mitchell pass
from Gelsomino
T-Maus 20 field goal
T-BalesanO 10 run, Maus kick
FINAL 1973
STATISTICS
» Trinity
Points/PPG - 129/16.1
First Downs 113
Yards Rushing/Rushes
881/334
Yards per rush ' 2.6
Yards Passing 1326
Total Offense 2137
Pass Att./Comp .(%•)'
200/105-(52.5)
Yards per pass 6.63
Intercepted by 14
Punts/Avg. 47/40.1
Fumbles lost 11
Yards penalized 468
Opponents
138/17.1
115
1247/368
3.4
858
2105
150/55 (36.7)
5.72
10
52/36.3
11
433
By Curt Beaudouin
Wednesday's season finale versus
Wesleyan Cardinals, at Middleton, was
soccer as it should be played. Wesleyan
entered the contest with a 7-3-1 record. They
were bound for the post season small college
New England tournament, and sported two
rjngers in Ail-American center half Marion
Stoj, from Hungary, and right wing Carl
Cavrell. As I was sitting at the game wat-
ching Marion do his thing, someone behind
me asked, "Hey, who is that guy?" "Oh
that's Marion Stoge," I chirped confidently
Seconds later a girl in front of me turned
around and said to me, "Uh, it's pronounced
Stoy." All right, so what do I know from
Hungarian?
Upset Wesleyan
Both Stoj and Cavrell did a lot of dribbling
and juking, but, dismayingly enough from
Wesleyan's point of view, neither of them
put the ball in the goal. As a matter of fact
nobody on the Wesleyan club put the ball in
the goal all day. Trinity's defense was
sparked by the outstanding play of right
defensive wing Jesse Morgan, and goalie
Bill Lawson. Lawson, who has had his
weaker moments this season, played a
perfect game in the goal. The were no
mistakes in his performance, or really, for
that matter, in the performance of the
defense in general.
The soccer field at Wesleyan University is
extremely short, and both goalies were
booming the ball and giving the opposing
fullbacks fits at three-quarter field. In the
first half Wesleyan had the edge as far as
overall offensive pressure was concerned.
They had some outstanding opportunities in
the form of a rocket by Marion from twenty
yards out and a sharp header from the right
side by halfback Daniel Canton, but Lawson
was inpenetrable. Trinity's offense
meanwhile, was far from lethargic. Striker
Bob Fernald broke away on the left wing but
was frustrated in his attempt to get a shot
off by a hustling Cardinal fullback. Fern
retrieved the ball immediately in the
penalty area, but was stopped again by
another Wes defenseman.
/
Early in the second half, the referee
treated the crowd to his Johnny Carson
imitation. His sideline monologue opened
with a line in reference to the blinding sun,
"Someone pull the shade down, I can t; see,
but from there it was all down hill. FullbacK
Chris Harris took the center ring when, after
planting a scorching shot squarely on tne
nasal bridge of an unfortunate Cardinal, ne
exclaimed the inevitable "taste."
 g
In actuality, however, the game w*=
serious and extremely well played. i««
action was evenly distributed unw
Wesleyan began pressing hard in tne w
continued on pS. IB
